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VANTAGE ON THE BAY:
GALVESTON AND THE RAILROADS
by William D. Angel, Jr.

On the eve of the Civil War, Galvestonians cockily proclaimed,
"The steady increase in the trade and general business of Galveston
leaves no room to doubt that it must ere long rival many of the principal
sea ports of the South.'" Indeed, the city possessed loeational endowments so overwhelming that its prosperous destiny seemed certain.
Located on an island off the Texas coast, Galveston possessed a harbor
which many observers contended was the best along the entire Gulf
coast, from Pensacola to Vera Cruz,' and this harbor contributed to
the city's antebellum prosperity. In 1860, for example, the port handled
almost $16 million in cargo.' Galveston never realized its early promise, however, and by the beginning of the twentieth century, upstart
Houslon replaced it as southeast Texas' premier port. Geographic
advantages notwithstanding, human underachievement was responsible
for Galveston's relative failure.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Locational factors alone do not preordain a city's economic
success. Urban capitalists and politicians are important, particularly
those who display entrepreneurial characteristics. Urban entrepreneurs
are innovative capitalists and public officials who promote the town
by creatively applying any soeietal resource to encourage community
growth.' They differ from ordinary town promoters who boost the
local economy, but in a non-creative, non-innovative fashion.
Urban entrepreneurs are builders of infrastructure. Essential to
any city's economic success is the provision of an infrastructure which
will make the community more economically viable. Such infrastructure contributes goods or services which local businesses need not provide themselves (e.g. highways, railroads, canals, waterfront improvements, industrial parks) and which are vital for specific forms of business
activity. Although the provision of these goods or services may be
publicly or privately administered, the pattern in which they are made
available and distributed has a definite bearing on a city's success. This
pattern constitutes the infrastructure and can include transportation
systems, utilities, educational facilities, and a skilled labor market.

Entrepreneurs can affect a city's economy by preparing or planning
infrastructural development.
They exert this influence by being innovative, that is, by "creatively
applying societal resources." They may adopt innovative infrastructure,
one which is new to their community and which has not gained wideWilliam D. Angel teaches history at the Ohio State University, Lima Campus.
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spread acceptance elsewhere, particularly among the city's closest rivals.
Or they may introduce a more conventional infrastructural form by
using innovative strategies, which consist primarily of booster methods
which few other communities have applied. Those capitalists or politicians who begin and direct such innovative initiatives are entrepreneurs."

In a city where the capitalists and politicians are not innovative,
the consequences may be grave. The city will be slow to adopt new
types of infrastructure that may give it an "edge" Over rival communities. Or it simply may fail to attract a relatively common infrastructure,
but one which-if applied with a bit of creativity-could have a favorable impact on the city's economic progress. In either case, the city
either will collapse or will decline in relation to its closest competitors.
This brief study of Galveston will illustrate these arguments.

Although Galveston enjoyed excellent locational advantages, the
city's capitalists displayed few entrepreneurial qualities. During the
1850s Houston confronted Galveston with a rather serious challenge.
Houston's capitalists had organized and directed a series of railroad
projects, which by 1860 established that city as an important rail hub.
The Bayou City's railroad tentacles penetrated into north central Texas
(The Houston and Texas Central), plunged into the sugar producing
region of Brazoria County south of the city (The Houston Tap and
Brazoria), and extended to the Louisiana border (The Texas and New
Orleans). In addition, the Houston Tap and Brazoria fed into the
Buffalo Bayou, Brazos, and Colorado Railway (B.B.B.C.) which ran
to Columbus in central Texas.' Galveston's response to this challenge
from Houston was hardly an entrepreneurial one, and it would have
an important bearing upon consequent developments in those two cities.
GALVESTON AND RAILROAD DEVELOPMENT:
EARLY ATTITUDES
Even though Galveston merchants, financiers, and lawyers were
interested in railroads prior to 1856, their interest was not terribly keen.
When the Galveston Bay and Red River Railroad (later renamed the

Houston and Texas Central) was chartered in 1848, Willard Richardson, editor and publisher of the Galveston News, praised the line's
Houston promoters but at the same time urged that investment come
predominantly from those who directly benefitted from it, namely, landowners in the territory through which the railroad would pass. He did
not encourage Galveston's businessmen to support the company.'
Hamilton Stuart, editor and publisher of the Galveston Civilian,
expressed similar caution:
The project, we think, is well worthy of the careful attention
OUf citizens ... The scheme is one of no insignificant

of
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magnitude. It will require time, energy, and means to carry
it out; and these must be yielded liberally and boldly to secure
success. On the other hand, economy and caution are equally
necessary, and their neglect may defeat the measure after all
the necessary means and appliances have been secured.'
Following such advice, the Galveston business community maintained extreme reluctance toward railroad enterprise. In 1850, the
city's merchants shunned Ebenezer Allen, a fellow Galvestonian and
founder of the Galveston Bay and Red River Railway (G.R.R.), who
asked them to subscribe to stock in his company. Such an investment
was too uncertain, argued John B. Jones, speaking for the city's merchants, because the state's trade could not generate sufficient income
to support even one railroad.'
Similarly, in October 1852, Houston's railroad promoters challenged the city of Galveston to match their town's $200,000 subscription
to the G.R.R., but Riehardson scoffed at their request. Such an investment, he claimed, made little sense, as the "immediate benefits would
accrue to Houston." Although Richardson regarded the enterprise as
a practical one, he further protested that local capital could not be
invested until the road was extended to Houston:
When the road is extended to Houston, we doubt not but
that our citizens will endeavor to do their part by extending
it still farther to Galveston ... We are willing the terminus
should remain at Houston until the energies of the county may
require it to be extended to this point. And we are all the
more willing for this, because, as we have before said, our
citizens admit their inability to build railroads at this time
without taking the capital which is absorbed in business upon
which they depend for support.'"
As the editor of the News admitted, Galveston capitalists were unwilling
to risk their own capital in railroad endeavors. Content to see Houstonians project rail lines throughout the countryside, they promised only
enough assistance to connect Galveston with the Houston system.
A corresponding attitude marked Galveston's response to the
B.B.B.C. When the La Grange Monument appealed to Houstonians
for investment in this Brazos valley railroad, Francis Moore, editorpublisher of the Houston Telegraph and Texas Register, cited Galveston's lack of interest:
If the railroad then is intended to be the main route from
Austin to Galveston, the editor of the Monument should not
complain of the citizens of Houston doing no more than the
citizens of Galveston toward constructing the road. He surely

6
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cannot expect that the citizens of Houston will come forward
and offer to furnish funds to complete the road, when as yet
the citizens of Galveston have not subscribed to a single dollar
stock in the railroad."
As Moore correctly reported, Galveston's capitalists were not
interested in the B.B.B.C. Jonathan Barrett, President of the B.B.B.C.,
labored continuously to solicit Galveston investment in his railroad.
He and the company's officers promised to establish their Harrisburg
terminal as an outlet for Galveston commerce. Their plan envisioned
hinterland trade arriving at Harrisburg, from where it would be lightered
to Galveston's wharves for ocean shipment." Accordingly, in 1853,
Barrett and John Tod, the company's assistant treasurer, spent considerable time trying to convince Robert Mills, a leading Galveston
merchant-financier, to invest in the road. Mills declined, however,
thinking it foolish to invest in the B.B.B.C. until it actually commenced
service to Harrisburg.
11

Barrett himself bore part of the blame for Galveston's nonresponse. He was reluctant to extend the B.B.B.C. from the mainland
to Galveston Island, because, at an estimated cost of $500,000, a
"Galveston Connection" was too expensive. His thinking was that
Galveston would always "communicate with the rest of the country
through the Gulf," and that it would be less costly to purchase "three
boats costing $20,000 each" to "do the business by water."" Barrett
thought that the attraction of a Harrisburg railhead would entice
Galveston capital to his company, but he was wrong, misjudging the
attitude of Galveston's business community. If the B.B.B.C. was about
to prepare a Harrisburg terminal for Galveston-bound trade, then why
should Galveston merchants invest their own capital in this project?
They could merely dispatch their own steamboats to Harrisburg, without having to invest a cent in Barrett's company.
By the mid 1850s, however, most Galveston capitalists had recognized the importance of railroads, and a few even began to assist railroad construction. In May 1855, Barrett chaired a meeting at which
he solicited subscriptions from several of Galveston's leading merchants,
bankers, and businessmen; Jonathan Dean, Jonathan B. Jones, Hugh
MeGeod, J. C. Kuhn, A. Ball, Henry Sheldon, E. B. Nichols, J. W.
Jockusch, Willard Richardson, L. M. Hitchcock, and J. F. Waddell."
In a November 1855 editorial, Richardson fully endorsed Barrett's
railroad, gave assurance that it was "no moonshine speculation" and
promised that "any aid our citizens may extend will only help to expedite
it so much more. "'.
It would appear that Galvestonians had reversed their stance on
railroads, but in fact they only viewed them as subordinate to their
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city's advantages as a seaport. Willard Richardson observed that the
Houston & Texas Central (formerly the Galveston Bay & Red River)
would "enable the produce of the country to reach this place [Galveston] with almost as much cheapness and dispatch, as if the road had
its terminus here; for the close connection that must be established
and kept up between the steamers and the cars, will prevent any material
delay, beyond the few minutes required to transfer passengers and
freight from one to another."" As Richardson indicated, Galvestonians
finaUy had recognized the worth of railroads, but only as a means for
funneUing hinterland trade to Galveston steamboats.
Though aware of the railroad's importance, Galveston capitalists
still regarded a water-oriented infrastructure vital, almost sufficient in
itself to ensure their city's economic prosperity. Expressing this attitude,
Richardson wrote:
We have always looked upon our navigation ... as affording
to Galveston and the people of the country, nearly all the
advantages of a railroad of the same extent. The great difficulty is that this navigation does not extend far enough and
this deficiency can only be supplied by railroads. But for the
purposes of transportation, this navigation ... answers nearly
aU the ends of a great railroad trunk, and we shall feel about
the same interest in railroad connecting with it, and drawing
trade from different parts of the country, as we should if those
roads were the branches leading to this city."
Galvestonians were uninterested in building their own railroads, as long
as they could maintain a water connection with any mainland rail
system. They saw nothing dangerous in Houston's railroad promotion,
provided that Galveston barges were allowed to dock at that city's
wharves.
Throughout the decade, Galveston capitalists emphasized harbor
and wharf improvements, a conventional form of infrastructure, and
clung stubbornly to their belief that the Island City's status as a natural
port would sustain future growth. The vehicle for enhancing these
waterfront facilities was the Galveston Wharf and Cotton Press Company, a semi-public corporation in which one-third of the stock was
owned by the city of Galveston. Associates of the company were prominent Galveston merchants and bankers: M. B. Menard, Samuel M.
Williams, Stacy B. Lewis, J. S. LeCiare, Henry Williams, John Sealy,
Henry Rosenberg, J. L. Darragh, Isadore Dyer, J. G. Duffield, C. G.
WeUs, Thomas Shearer, A. F. James, Henry de St. Cyr, Robert Mills,
and E. B. Nichols." Chartered in 1854, the Wharf Company absorbed,
combined, and purchased all competing firms, creating in their stead
a monopolistic service for handling and processing commerce on the

B
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Galveston waterfront. The company charged excessive fees, paid huge
dividends to its investors, and plowed most of its profits back into
harbor'and waterfront improvements." At the time, Galveston merchants saw this enterprise as the primary means for increasing their
personal wealth and their city's prosperity. As such, they preferred the
Wharf Company to any railroad endeavor.
Prior to 1856, Galveston capitalists lacked innovation in their
infrastructural choice. They were followers-not leaders-in railroad
building. Where Houston's business community organized its own railroad system with local capital and then urged other jurisdictions to join
the effort, Galveston's merchants delayed, waiting until hinterland towns
and settlements demonstrated faith that they would invest in railroads.
Even then, Galvestonians maintained a "wait-and-see" attitude, fearing
that their capital would subsidize growth at various back-country
locations. In the meantime, they firmly held to the ideal that theirs
was the best port in the state and neglected to create a Galvestonoriented rail network. Galvestonians would have been much more
innovative (and hence, entrepreneurial) had they adopted railroad
infrastructure at an early date and committed their capital and their
efforts to building a rail network with its intersection at Galveston.
GALVESTON AND ITS RAILROAD
By 1856, Galvestonians recognized Houston's threat to their commercial advantage. If Houston persisted in building railroads, including
one connecting with New Orleans, Galveston could become isolated
from mainland commerce and could lose its reputation as Texas' premier
port. As a result, previous beliefs began to change, and Galveston at
last initiated its only antebellum railroad-the Galveston, Houston and
Henderson (G.H.&H.).
Chartered in 1853, the G.H.&H. immediately began construction
to Houston from Virginia Point, a spot on the mainland near Galveston
Island." Feeling that a B.B.B.C. terminal at Harrisburg would suffice
as a rail outlet for their commerce, Galveston merchants and financiers

withheld support from the G.H.&H.," and in February 1856, only
three miles had been finished." But with Houston's railroad enterprise
looming larger and more foreboding, the G.H.&H.'s directors were able
to push construction forward, completing twenty miles by May 1857,"
In June 1859, the entire forty mile distance between Virginia Point and
Houston was Hironed

out.'~u

The company's shortage of capital was an immediate--but not an
underlying-cause for the construction delay. The G.H.&H. relied on
French and British capital, as W. J. Valentine, a British investor,
reminded his compatriots in Galveston: "The large amount of capital
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for constructing the line has not been furnished by your citizens; it is
foreign capital .. .''"" Valentine's remarks came after an inspection trip
to Galveston in which he attempted to exhort Galvestonians to carry
the enterprise forward." Supervising the company was not exactly a
local operation either, as in 1857, Richard Kimball, a New York railroad promoter, was the company's president, while Valentine, T. P.
Anderson, and W. C. Lacey-all non-Texans-served on the board of
directors." Without the backing and efforts of local capitalists, the
road remained a speculative enterprise, profiting mostly those who
bought and sold stock in paper railroad companies.
In May, 1857, Galvestonians began to exhibit more enthusiasm
toward the G.H.&H. At the May 9 celebration marking the completion
of twenty miles, Judge Leslie Thompson and Hugh McCleod, a Galveston merchant, urged the city to build a bridge linking Galveston with
the mainland road. Kimball had proposed this project at a special
session of the city council held on May 7. With Thompson, McCleod,
J. S. Sydnor, Thomas M. League, and other Galveston businessmen
present, the council submitted for voter approval a $100,000 bond issue
to finance bridge construction to Virginia Point. Wanting speedy
approval so as to forestall any opposition, the council scheduled the
election for May 19."
The drive for voter ratification was swift and decisive. At a May
12 organizational meeting, Mayor J. H. Brown, M. M. Potter, Henry
de SI. Cyr, J. S. Sydnor, R. H. Howard, and H. H. Andrews established
a series of three-member committees to campaign in each ward, to make
certain that people voted, and to provide "conveyance for those who
asked for it.'''' At one public rally, St. Cyr, John B. Jones, Potter, and
Leslie Thompson quieted fears that Galveston was assuming too much
responsibility for the project. According to the Galveston News, they
expressed their "hearty concurrence in the proposed measure, their
conviction that its importance was such as to decide the future destiny
of our city for weal or for woe, if defeated."" Of this effort, SI. Cyr
observed, "Never before have we known so much unanimity and
enthusiasm manifested by our citizens on any public question.'''' Voters
approved the issue 741 to II, whereupon Mayor Brown appointed
Sydnor, League, and Thompson to confer with G.H.&H. officials and
report a plan for "carrying out the will of the

people,m~

Following this early spurt of enthusiasm, Galvestonians resumed
more lackadaisical ways. The city council did not want the city to
assume total responsibility for the project and hesitated to let contracts
for building the bridge. Fearing that the city would pay for a bridge
that would profit a private company, Galveston officials wanted some
assurances that the G.H.&H. would also contribute to the project."
This delay caused an exasperated St. Cyr to declare:

10
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Is it proper or not that the city of Galveston should build the
bridge? The talking about it will probably take from 3 to 6
months more, the negotiations for the contract as much longer,
and the actual building of the bridge, when it is commenced,
will require another 6 months before it is completed. Considering that public opinion in this case has been formed and
manifested with a degree of unanimity seldom ever witnessed,
I think the time I have allowed for further discussion, negotiation, and action is quite sufficient to cover all reasonable
causes for further delay in this great enterprise."

In July 1858, a breakthrough finally came. St. Cyr called a meeting attended by E. B. Nichols, James Sorley, Hugh McCleod, J. S.
Sydnor, L A. Thompson, Thomas League, and B. S. Parsons, whereupon he urged the city to "quickly begin construction." St. Cyr asserted
that if the city would only provide the bridge structure, the G.H.&H.
would then lay the track. He further promised that an agreement amenable to the city's interests could be reached with the company." The
city and the company accepted SI. Cyr's proposal and drew a contract,
in which the city promised to begin construction immediately." Galveston agreed to issue $100,000 in bonds, the proceeds from their sale to
be paid directly to a private contractor for building the bridge. The
G.H.&H. was required to service the bonded debt and to maintain the
bridge in good repair, while the city would hold title to the right of

way.a
Bridge construction began in September 1858, but not until April
1859 did work begin on the line between Galveston and the bridge."
Finally in February 1860, the bridge and its approaches were completed,
and the G.H.&H. was open to rail traffic between Galveston and
Houston-almost three years after Galveston voters had approved the
issuance of bonds for bridge construction. Perhaps the Civilian best
summarized the story of this enterprise which gave Galveston rail access
to the mainland when it remarked, "The bridge is built ... notwithstanding the many blunders which delayed completion of the road.""
RAILROAD PROMOTION AT GALVESTON
Although the Galveston Bridge was among the longest in the
United States at the time, the problems that stalled its construction were
not technological ones, for it took but a short time to build the bridge.
A major difficulty was that Galveston capitalists only apathetically were
involved in the project. At one point Willard Richardson became so
frustrated that he lambasted the local business community:
... Is it not strange with all our wealth, population, and local
advantages, we cannot even muster enterprise enough to build
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a bridge across our bay to bring the road built by others into
town ... ? Well, if apathy does any good, we think we have
built our share of the bridge."
In 1856, Richardson similarly had chided Galvestonians for "waiting as we have been waiting for the 20 years past, for the people of the
country, or for capitalists from abroad, or for railroad corporations,
or for somebody else beside ourselves, to make some great highway
by which the trade of the interior may pass its wealth into our laps
and give a tenfold value to our property.""
Richardson's assessment of Galveston's business community was
essentially correct. Galveston businessmen were capitalists without
foresight, timid merchants who only sporadically invested in railroads
and other internal improvements and who consistently expected others
to carry the brunt of investment responsibility. They hesitated when it
came to railroad enterprise and sought ways to minimize their risks,
rather than taking initiatives that would have penetrated the hinterland
barrier and expanded local accumulation opportunities.
Had Galveston established rail connections with mainland producers, the city's merchants might have been able to steer hinterland
trade directly into the Island City. Instead, local capitalists first watched
Houston's entrepreneurs build railroads into the frontier and then tried
to connect their "trunk line" (the G.H.&H.) with the Houston railroads.
Houstonians balked at this prospect, and their city's board of aldermen
refused permission for the G.H.&H. to establish a direct rail connection
with the Houston and Texas Central." The aldermen thought that the
G.H.&H. would merely tap into the Houston-oriented rail network,
thus allowing hinterland trade to flow directly into Galveston without
pausing for transhipment at Houston." The connection was finally
made in 1865, when the Galveston and Houston Junction Railroad
provided the necessary link."
Taken as a whole, Galveston businessmen were not entrepreneurs.
That is, they failed to adopt the railroad infrastructure at a time when
such a move could be judged as ir.novative. Instead, they hesitated and
allowed Houston the opportunity to apply this innovation and become
an important rail hub. Throughout this episode, Galvestonians exhibited
limited foresight, imagined few new vistas for local commerce, and

stalled when more creative members of the business community suggested daring alternatives. Yet Galveston's citizens had ample opportunity to foster railroad development in the state and thus to create an
infrastructure that would complement their port's mercantile advantages.
Why did they not invest in the Galveston Bay and Red River Railroad
before it became the Houston and Texas Central? Why did they decline
to subscribe to stock in the B.B.B.C., a move which could have given

12
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Iheir city a direct rail conneclion to the Tcxas frontier? Why did they
wait So long to build a rail trestle to connect the island with the mainland? In short, wby did Galveston capitalists not take a more energetic
role in transportation enterprise?

Again, Richardson provides an appropriate answer: " ... The
impression seems to have been that the great natural advantages of
Galveston, as the commercial emporium of Texas, are such as cannot

be counteracted by the rival interests and enterprise of other places and
that those advantages will secure our future prosperity even in spite of
ourselves."" Galvestonbns saw little sense in investing their capital
in railroad enterprises when the community's prosperity seemed ensured
by its location on Galveston Bay. Furthermore, because Galveston
served as a natural staging point for all Texas commerce, it was expected
that railroads would have to comc to the city anyway.
Richardson, however, observed that dogmatic faith in Galveston
geographic advantages could prove fatal and disastrous for city's
property owners. In 1856, for example, he warned:
It may be true that Galveston is destined eventually to become
a large commercial seaport, whatever our present property
holders may do or may not do. But it should be remembered
that TIME, with most of us at least is an important consideration in our estimate of what mayor may not take place in
the future.... Without some new impulse given to our trade,
without some more effort to make Galveston accessible as

a market for the back country, the next twenty years will
probably be as fruitless as those that are past. Does any man
suppose it possible for Galveston to become anything more
than a secondary place of trade, or rather port of establishment for the trade of other places, without some connection
with the mainland?"
And when Galvestonians finally began to heed Richardson's warning
and became more interested in railroad construction, the only significant

effort was the trunk line to Houston (G.H.&H.). As far as Galveston
merchants were concerned, however, the G,H.&H. was quite sufficient:

"The trade of all parts of the interior of our immense state is gradually
being concentrated at this port by means of the various railroads nOW
in progress of construction, all of which, with but one

Or

two exceptions,

are either in connection, or soon will be, with the trunk road from
Houston."~·

This trunk road, in effect, established Houston as a break-in bulk

point for Galveston commerce and did not provide Galveston with
direct rail connections with the Texas hinterland. That is, interior
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produce first arrived in Houston via one of its railroads, was unloaded
and placed on cars bound for Galveston via the G.H.&H. Galveston
merchants shortsightedly viewed the trunk as a transportation artery
which complemented their city's natural advantages, but in reality it
made Galveston commerce dependent upon a Houston-oriented rail
network and enhanced Houston as a competitor to Galveston.
GALVESTON AND THE RAILROADS:
THE POST-CIVIL WAR PERIOD
Following the Civil War, Galveston businessmen belatedly recognized that the inadequate rail infrastructure indeed could isolate their
city from the rest of the state. Galveston was heavily dependent on the
Houston trunk, a weakness which Houston merchants often exploited.
During the fall of each year, rumors would circulate of a yellow fever
epidemic in Galveston, and Houston would quarantine all Galveston
commerce. It so happened that these yellow fever epidentics coincided
with the cotton harvest, a situation which forced all of Houston's cotton
shipments to be rerouted around Galveston."
Another threat involved the post-war expansion of the transcontinental rail system. The Texas rail network converged at Houston,
"cutting Galveston off on every side," and it was evident that goods
could be transported to Eastern markets without passing through
Galveston at all. Accordingly, Galveston capitalists feared that existing
transportation routes would enable commerce to bypass their city to
the benefit of other Gulf Coast cities--namely, Houston, Port Lavaca,
New Orleans, or Mobile." They summed up their fears in an 1871
document which urged the immediate construction of a Galvestonoriented rail system:
Galveston is purely a commercial city. Successful commerce
at the present day means simply the cheapest and quickest
method of exchanging commodities; and look where we will,
we see those commercial centres the most prosperous that
control the quickest transit connections between producer and
consumer ... Galveston has not, nor never can have one-fifth
the degree of prosperity naturally due her geographic position,
unless her citizens control her avenues of commerce and make

them more than equal to those that her competitors are using
against her. 51

By the 1870s, Galveston had begun to acquire alternate rail contracts to the mainland. In 1870, T. W. Pierce, an eastern railroad
promoter, and a few Galveston associates chartered the Galveston,
Harrisburg, and San Antonio Railroad Company (G.H.&S.A.). This
road acquired the property of the B,B.B.C. and extended track to San
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Antonio. In 1877, it connected with the G.H.&H., thus giving Galveston a direct linkage to San Antonio." In 1881 it merged with Collis
Huntington's Southern Pacific system, and Galveston had at last tapped
the transcontinental rail network.
Another railroad, the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe (G.C.&S.F.),
was more of an entrepreneurial effort in that it was inspired and organized by Galveston businessmen." Incorporated in 1873, the G.c.&S.F.
roughly paralleled the old B.B.B.C. route until it reached Richmond,
where it turned northward toward the Panhandle to connect with the
Santa Fe system. By 1886, several branch lines had been established,
and the line had given Galveston direct rail contact with interior towns,
such as Fort Worth, Dallas, and Temple."
Both the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific railroads were of a defensive character. Neither isolated Houston or diverted commerce
around that community, since both built spurs to the Bayou City.
Instead, they gave Galveston direct access to the interior and forestalled
any attempts to isolate Galveston from the mainland.
THE RAILROADS' ECONOMIC IMPACT
Although the Gulf Coast railroads decisively enhanced Houston's
economy," the Bayou City's rail infrastructure did not immediately
subvert Galveston's prosperity. During the years 1856 through 1860,
Galveston County's aggregate property value increased from $3,976,000
to $7,265,000, an 83% gain. Land values rose from $1.14/acre to
$3.55/acre, an increase of 211 % and the total value of town lots grew
from $2,420,000 to $5,126,000, a 116% increase."
A closer measure of Galveston's prosperity is revealed in commercial data. Between 1856 and 1860, the value of Galveston exports
increased by 196%, from $4,344,000 to $12,873,000." Cotton shipments fluctuated during this time frame, probably due to seasonal
variations, but at no time did Galveston export less cotton than
Houston. In fact, Galveston handled 119,563 bales/year between 1856
and 1860, whereas Houston averaged only 73,683 bales/year." Clearly,
Houston's railroads did not immediately undermine the Island City's
commercial success.

In fact, throughout the nineteenth century, Galveston reigned
supreme, at least from a mercantile standpoint. In 1890, Galveston
transported $51,588,000 worth of cargo, as compared to Houston's
$13,881,000, and Galveston's cotton shipments were twice those of
Houston (893,944 bales to 322,384 bales)." Furthermore, Galveston
handled over 79% of Texas cotton crop in 1890 and over 82% in
1900." Despite Houston's status as a railroad center, Galveston still
was mightily significant as an entrepot.
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By the turn of the century, however, Galveston and Houston had
developed two entirely different economic bases, and the latter's was
more adaptable to the industrial spurt that would occur in Texas during
the twentieth century. Following the Civil War their two economies
diverged in different directions. In 1870, Galveston's manufacturing
was more significant. It had more manufacturing establishments than
Houston (91 to 64), and the city's total value of manufactured goods
was $1,215,000, compared to Houston's $579,000." During the
remainder of the nineteenth century, however, Houston experienced a
tremendous industrial surge, until by 1900, its manufacturing output
was twice that of Galveston's. In that year, Houston factories produced
$10,642,000 in manufactured products, while Galveston firms manufactured $5,016,000 in industrial goods."
Furthermore, by 1900 each city possessed a different industrial
mix. In that year, a significant proportion of Houston's manufactured
products was associated with higher order industries, with over 40 %
of the value of the city's manufactured goods coming from railroad shop
construction, foundry and machine products, sheet metals, brick and
stone, and cotton seed oil. Also prominent were processing, mercantile,
and service industries, such as cotton compressing, bread and bakery,
carpentering, confectionery, and lumber. 6 ~

In contrast, Galveston's industries were predominantly mercantile
and processing in nature. The city's most important manufactured
products derived from industries upon which its commerce depended:
cotton compressing, flour and grist, lumber, bread and bakery, printing
and publishing. Aside from its shoe industry and foundry operationswhich together accounted for only 7% of the value of Galveston's
manufactures-the Island City's economy was much less oriented
toward heavy industry and far less diversified than was Houston's."
Although Houston's railroads had failed immediately to place the
city on an economic par with Galveston, they did enable the Bayou
City to become a major transhipment center for Galveston-bound trade.
As a result, the community became viable as a site for processing and
packaging industries, until by 1909, it had become a preeminent manufacturing center, contributing nearly 9% of the total value added to
Texas manufacturers. 8S Thus, Houston's railroad network constituted

an infrastructural asset that was particularly applicable at a later time,
and as a result, its effect upon the Houston-Galveston rivalry was not
noticeable until several years after the railroads were put into
operation. U

CONCLUSION
Galveston capitalists responded to railways in a most nonentrepreneurial fashion. Proceeding with caution and skepticism, the
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city's merchants at first were unwilling to invest their own capital in
railroad enterprise because they feared that such investment would
impart .advantages to interior towns. They reasoned that Galveston's
superiority as a seaport would inevitably attract the railroads, that
interior towns needed Galveston more than Galveston needed them,
and that railways could not bestow advantages any greater than those
already supplied by the city's magnificent harbor. After all, the argument continued, Galveston was and would continue to be Texas'
commercial emporium; so why rush into railroad construction when
there was no need to?
By neglecting railroad enterprise, Galveston's capitalists permitted
Houston's entrepreneurs to challenge their preeminence. Houston
became a transhipment center for Galveston-bound trade, relegating
the Island City to dependence upon the Houston rail system. In addition, railroad development allowed Houston to create a diversified
economic base, establishing both mercantile and industrial economies.
By contrast, Galveston grew only as an entrepot for nineteenth century
commerce. Although Houston's entrepreneurs partially fostered this
outcome, by organizing the first and most extensive rail network in
Texas, the result also was assisted by Galveston's capitalists, who
displayed a paucity of entrepreneurship.
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IMA HOGG: THE GOVERNOR'S DAUGHTER

by Virginia Bernhard
On a hot July day in 1882, the young district attorney for the Texas
Seventh District sat in his office in Mineola and wrote a letter to his
brother:
Dear JohnOur cup of joy is now overflowing! We have a daughter
of as fine proportions and of as angelic mien as ever
gracious nature favor a man with, and her name is Ima!
Can't you come down to see her?
She made her debut on last Monday night at 9 o'clock.
Sallie is doing extremely well, and of course lma is.
-Next Saturday or Sunday I shall start for the State
Convention at Galveston, as a Delegate from this Co.
Would be glad to see you there.
Love to Eva and the babes.
Your Bro.James
l

There is nothing unusual about this letter--except that the baby's last
name happened to be Hogg. Some believe that James Stephen Hogg,
the bewhiskered, 300-pound, six-foot-three giant of Texas politics,
governor of the state from 1891 to 1895, named his only daughter
Ima Hogg to attract the attention of the voters.' But no one ever said
that where "Miss Ima" could hear it.
Fiercely devoted to her father, Ima Hogg spent much of her long
life, until her death in 1975, trying to smooth the edges off his roughhewn public image. Although Ima Hogg's papers are not yet open to
scholars, other sources suggest that her relationship with her father was
extraordinarily close, and that over the years she felt obliged to refute
even the slightest criticisms of him. It is ironic that the founder of
the Houston Symphony, the creator of the Bayou Bend Collection of
the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, the gracious and stately doyenne
of Texas culture for several decades was the daughter of a politician
whose name was seldom associated with refinement and whose reputation for earthy humor and populist rhetoric was as wide as his 300pound girth. To his daughter, however, James Stephen Hogg was a
statesman of the highest order, and she tried her best to carve out what
she believed to be a proper niche for him in Texas history. She even
had an explanation for the name he gave her.
Virginia Bernahrd is chair of the Deparrment 01 History, University of St.
Thomas, Houston.
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According to Ima Hogg, her father named her for the heroine of
a Civil War poem written in 1873 by his elder brother, Thomas Elisha
Hogg, who died of typhoid two years before Ima was born. In the
poem, entitled "The Fate of Marvin," the heroine is
A Southern girl, whose winsome grace
And kindly, gentle mien, betrayed
A heart more beauteous than her face.
Ah! she was fair: the Southern skies
Were typed in Ima's heavenly eyes.... '
In this epic, however, there are two Southern girls, and the other is
named Lelia. If all Jim Hogg had wanted to do was name his daughter
for a character in a family poem, he could have named her Lelia, and
spared her a lifetime of quizzical looks and crude jests about her name.
Ima Hogg herself agreed that at least one member of her family
tried to register a protest-but he was not a Hogg. As she recalled the
incident years later, "Grandfather Stinson lived fifteen miles from
Mineola and news travelled slowly. When he learned of his granddaughter's name he came trotting to town as fast as he could to protest,
but it was too late. The christening had taken place and Ima I was to
remain.
U4

Ima Hogg had no middle name, even in an era when middle names
for little girls were almost as mandatory as lace on petticoats. Texas
voters would not soon forget that Jim Hogg, for whom "portly" was an
inadequate adjective, and whose appearance on platforms was sometimes preceded by affectionate hog-calls from backwoods farmers, had
named his daughter Ima. Hogg, who began his first speech before a
state-wide audience by saying, "I am one of those unfortunate animals
from the pine-capped hills and persimmon valleys of East Texas that
is not altogether a razor-back ... ,''' was no fool when it came to name
identification in politics.
James Stephen Hogg, who became the first native Texan to be
elected governor, was a man whose physical stature and prodigious
political appetite made him one of the most colorful and controversial
figures in Texas political history. Ebullient and supremely self-eonfident, he had come up by his own efforls. Orphaned at age eleven during
the Civil War, Hogg at age twenty was the sole proprietor of the Longview News. uJames S. Hogg, Publisher," wrote his own copy, set his
own type, ran the presses, distributed the papers, traded advertising
space for groceries, and slept in his office.' Two years later Hogg had
won his first election as justice of the peace in Wood County. In 1874
he married Sarah Ann (Sallie) Stinson and settled down in the tiny railroad town of Quitman. In January 1875 the couple's first child, William
Clifford, was born, and in the spring Jim Hogg, who had "read law"
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on his own, was admitted to practice before the Texas Bar. Campaigning on a slogan of "Enforce the Law," (natives of Wood County still
refer to certain liquid measures as "Jim Hogg quarts" in memory of
Hogg's crusade against short measures in kerosene and whiskey) Hogg
was elected to the office of county attorney in 1878 and to district
attorney in 1880. In 1886, when Ima was four years old, he was
elected attorney general of Texas, and in 1890 won the governorship.
Ima was eight years old when the family-besides Ima there were
Will, fifteen, and two younger brothers, Mike, five, and Tom, threemoved from their house on 14th Street to the imposing Greek Revival
mansion near the capitol grounds in Austin. At ninety-two, when Ima
Hogg was asked what life had been like in the governor's mansion, she
replied with a chuckle:
Horrible, horrible! The ceilings were seventeen feet high; no
heat, just little iron grates you put coal in. We had colds
all the time. It was dreadfuL And the bathtub was at the end
of the house in an ell. It was put there by Sam Houston.
About eight feet long, and you had to pump water into it.
Very primitive. Very, very primitive! We enjoyed living
there, though, because Father was very social, and he had a
lot of receptions, and he had a lot of guests.'
Ima, who had been playing the piano since the age of three, often
played for her father and his company. But there was a somber side
to life in the governor's mansion: "Mother was quite ilL She was an
invalid, really ... And nobody knew what was the matter with her."
Sallie Hogg had tuberculosis, but it was not diagnosed until after Hogg
had left office. "Father sent us to Arkansas and to every resort in
Texas ... I went with my mother everywhere, when she went off to
those resorts ... They didn't have a decent hotel in Texas.'"
In 1895, with her husband and children at her bedside in Pueblo,
Colorado, Sallie Stinson Hogg died.
The thirteen-year-old Ima and her father became closer than ever.
Even before her mother's death she had begun to accompany her father
on his political junkets and to paste his scrapbooks of newspaper
clippings.•
James Stephen Hogg had entered politics at a time when Populism,
the "People's Party" of the 1880s and 1890s, drew sharp lines between
Big Business and the "little man" all over the country. Hogg was
elected governor in 1890 on a reform ticket, and his crusades against
the special interests-"wild-cat" insurance companies and railroads that

controlled some 40 million acres of Texas land-made him the natural
target of conservatives and corporate wealth. Hogg gloried in his grass-
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roots support, and on the campaign trail he played to the crowds. "Mill
around," he would say to an overalled audience, "and skin out if you
get tired."'· They never did. "1 know the common people are with
me," he once told a sweating, cheering crowd on a hot summer day,
"because I can smell 'em!""
Campaigning for a second term in 1892, sometimes with a
gingham-dressed 1ma on his knee, Hogg ran against Waco lawyer
George Clark in one of the bitterest and most vicious gubernatorial
contests in the state's history. Hogg's first term as governor had seen
the enactment of the first anti-trust legislation in Texas, as well as the
establishment of the Railroad Commission, and Hogg continued to
denounce corrupt corporate power and to seek votes from the country
people, the "boys from the forks of the creek."" Hogg's opponent
claimed that the governor's regulatory measures were driving investment
capital out of the state. He campaigned with the slogan, "Turn Texas
Loose!" One of Clark's campaign posters featured a comely young
WOman whose dress was being chewed by a large dog. There was a
long poem which read in part: "Save me from the snares of Hogg!/
Save me from the

demagogue!lH~

Neither faction of the Democratic party ever allowed the voters to
forget that the candidate who claimed to represent the rural folk against
the city slickers was named Hogg. The governor's supporters carried
banners that read "We Love Hogg for his Grit," "Don't Loosen the
Belly Band," and "We Do Business at the Forks."" Hogg's enemies
found the imagery irresistible: "Hogg has rooted in the public pastures
long enough, turn him out," said the Navasota Leader, a Clark paper."
"Hogg is not making any stir at present. He is laying low and preparing
for his rush from the thicket next week. There will be no doubt about
his coming out with his bristles set and his back up," said the San
Antonio Light." "Hogg is not wanted by the intelligent and patriotic
majority," claimed the Cleburne Chronicle."
Among Hogg and Clark men, feelings ran as high as the June and
July temperatures. Fist fights, not unknown in Texas politics, broke

out at rallies and parades. At a joint debate in Cleburne, where thousands gathered to cheer their respective candidates, the crowds made
so much noise that neither Hogg's nor Clark's speech could be heard,
and a section of bleachers collapsed under 2000 people and injured
twenty." As the summer wore on each side accused the other of rigging
the county conventions. From the newspapers, most of which were for
Clark, it is difficult to determine what really went on, and young 1ma
Hogg must have had an awful time finding something good to paste in
the scrapbooks.
"It seems impossible for a Hogg man to be a candidate for
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any position without the adoption by his supporters of a
system of bulldozing and ruffianism," fumed the Waco
Globe. ,e
"The Hogg and Clark campaign now drawing to a close has
been the dirtiest and most disgraceful in the history of the
state," said the Comanche Chief.'"
"Can Texas afford to respect a nomination that was secured
by undemocratic methods and the grossest frauds ever perpetuated upon the ballot boxes in the state? ... Hogg must
not be the next governor of this State!" said the Texas
1conoelast.
:l.

On the other side, people who were for Hogg were convinced he
could do no wrong. Said the Corsicana Light: "Governor Hogg represents the only true democracy there is in Texas at this time. 'm "A
man never made a more magnificent fight nor none a more triumphant
victory than Hogg has this year. All the corporations against him; all
the daily papers against him; three-fourths of the lawyers against him;
the life insurance companies against him; the fire insurance companies

against him; the town lot boomers against him, the land sharks against
him; the railroads against him; and yet he has triumphed. His friends
have stuck to him like a brother and have been abused for his sake ...
The common people have been his friends and they know he has been
theirs. It is a triumph that any man may well feel proud of," said the
Terrell Times-Star."
As the state convention in Houston in August approached, both
Hogg and Clark forces prepared for a battle for the nomination, and
some even packed their guns. Houston was ready for them. A bustling
town of 27,000 people in 1890, it was not as large as Dallas or Galveston, by 1900 it would outgrow both. In 1891 Houston had installed
streetcars, and the new car barn owned by the Houston City Street Railway Company was to be the site of the convention. The barn had been
specially fitted with seats to accommodate some 8000 delegates and
spectators. "Best of all," boasted the Houston Daily Post, "over the
heads of these devoted democrats will buzz and whirr, will breathe and
blow thirty-five of the largest and latest kind of electric fans. This is
a new method of cooling partisan ardor. mf Fans did little good against

the tempers that flared as Hogg and Clark men, each accusing the other
of trying to pack the convention, confronted each other in arguments
on the platform and in fist-fights on the floor. The Clark forces finally
left, dubbed "Bolter-crats" by the triumphant Hogg. The Democratic
party split wide open that year, but in the end Hogg won handily over
Cark and the Populist candidate, Thomas Nugent. In November, when
the election returns were in, the Houston Post cartoon showed a porcine
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Hogg with walrus-like whiskers swallowing a frock-coated figure labelled
"Clark. "H
Even the Houston Post, the only major newspaper in the state to
support Hogg, could not resist the ready-made humor in a 300-pound
candidate named Hogg. During the convention the paper ran a tonguein-cheek account of Hogg in his headquarters in the Capitol hotel: "The
governor was dressed in dishabille with his shirt and pants worn
decollete and his half hose of Prussian black tipped with Alaska white
cunningly played peek-a-boo with the wrinkled bedspread." The Post
also reported that "At 6:30 precisely a startling sound like the last
expiring gasp of an asthmatic bath tub emanated from room no. '08
of the Capitol, rattled the doors and transoms ... It was the governor's
wind up snore. Having completed his toilet he proceeded, surrounded
by a body guard of faithful followers, where he fed himself with his
knife with great eclat.""
James Stephen Hogg was a politician who obviously inspired some
and revolted others, and impartial evaluations of him are rare, even
more than three quarters of a century after his death. For example, the
Galveston News said of Hogg in 18.92:
So much for the czar and the autocrat of Texas, this completest and most perfect specimen of the demagogue that the
nineteenth century and all of the other centuries have produced. We are progressing in all other lines. But we expect
and look for no further development of the line and deportment of political demagoguery. We have absolutely reached
the climax in the finished, well-rounded, and symmetrically
formed James Stephen Hogg of Tyler, Texas. Nature has
done her part, has reached her highest point, has exhausted
all her re~ources, and can do no more. n

But when Hogg died in 1906, the News paid tribute to Hogg as "the
portly, good-natured, heroic ex-Governor" and allowed that "few men
of this age have accomplished more than James Stephen Hogg.""
And until Ima Hogg's death in 1975, any historian who took on
James Stephen Hogg also had to contend with his daughter-who, as
it turned out, had not pasted all those scrapbooks for nothing.
She was determined to show only her father's best side to the
public. Articles like this one in a 1969 Houston Post Sunday magazine
were certain to bring down the wrath of Governor Hogg's daughter
upon his detractor:
The day was unusually warm for January, even in Texas.
Mounting the platform, the big man (he weighed close to 300
pounds) shucked his coat as he prepared to speak. Spying
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the pitcher of water, he poured a glass and gulped it down.
It didn't make a dent on his thirst, so he lifted the pitcher with
both hands and drank long and deep while the crowd watched,
fascinated.
The thirsty giant was James Stephen Hogg, the year was 1893,
and the occasion was his inauguration for a second term as
governor of Texas. In the throng that stood on the Capitol
grounds to watch Gov. Hogg take the oath of office was a 11year-old Austin lad, Max Bickler. It was his first inauguration, and he never forgot Gov. Hogg, the pitcher of water and
the big fireworks display that night."
When Ima Hogg read this, she fired off a letter to the Posfs
Sound-Off page:
I am indignant over Mr. Bickler's account of the second
inauguration of my father, James S. Hogg. I was also present
at the inauguration described by Mr. Bickler and I am about
the same age--87. My memory is vivid about every detail
of the affair, and I am sure Mr. Bickler is either confused or
... made a curious attempt at humor. He knows there are
few left to refute his statements ... Mr. Bickler meant either
to be facetious or to ridicule my father when he said he drank
out of a pitcher at the inaugural ceremonies."
Governor Hogg mayor may not have drunk from the pitcher on the
inauguration platform that hot day, but he had certainly done so more
than once on the campaign trail. As another observer recalled:
On one occasion, at Temple, he perspired freely and drank
a great deal of water out of a pewter dipper. It took too
much of his time and bothered him, so he threw the dipper
on the table, picked up the cedar bucket with both hands,
and drank from the bucket to the approval and delight of the
crowds. After that he was always provided with a bucket of
water but no glass or dipper. It was part of the show to see
him drink from the bucket."
On the question of the pitcher, Ima Hogg's memory and honesty almost
overpowered her desire to protect her father's image, and she did admit

that "Actually, if the occasion at a campaign rally demanded it, he was
equal to drinking out of a pitcher if no glass was available." That small
quarter given, she disposed of her enemy with a parting shot: "I wish
I had space to describe the glamour of the Inaugural Ball to which Mr.
Bickler was not invited."
To historian Herbert Gambrell, who wrote an article entitled
"James Stephen Hogg: Statesman or Demagogue?" Ima Hogg was
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kinder than she had been to Max Bickler, but she was no less determined to refute the slightest criticism of her father. Gambrell's article,
written in 1928, was an analysis of Hogg's career as a crowd-pleasing
politician and as a reform-minded public official. The author had concluded that "Hogg was not at heart a demagogue, although he practiced
with unrivalled skill the arts of mob-phychology. He never advocated
a program in which he had a selfish interest, nor did he profit financially
by public office. And if he missed being a statesman, it was the fault
of his lack of training-and it was by a narrow margin that he missed
it-if at all.m~
Some years after this piece was published, Gambrell wrote to Ima
Hogg about her father and asked her opinion of the article. He received
the following reply:
My dear Mr. Gambrell:
After reading your article, "James Stephen Hogg: Demagogue
or Statesman," I hardly know what comment to make; there
is so much. You were kind to ask it, and a bit naive! I
appreciate the opportunity. My conclusion is that you are in
doubt on both points of your subject. On your estimate of
him as a statesman, I do not need to comment: his record
is secure and the results not uncertain. There has been so
little serious writing on my father in retrospect, it rather
dismays me to meet a careful attempt like yours done with
lack of understanding. Of course, I do not know what records
have influenced you or what manner of friends or enemies.
When I recall that among his intimates were such men as
Chilton, Sawnie Robertson, LeRoy Denman, Thos. Franklin,
Reagan, A. W. Terrell, Culbertson, Tom Campbell, T. J.
Brown, Gossett, House, etc., etc., I feel proud of his discrimination. Colonel House volunteered the remark to me only a
few years ago that in his contact and experience with men,
he had not known my father's equal in ability or character.
As a child I became acquainted too with many of his political

enemies.
To understand and explain a character or personality like my
father's, one needs more than the written word of that time.
During his political career, the reports were so confused by
bitterness and misstatement of fact, there is now danger of
utter misrepresentation from these sources. I pasted all the
scrap books during that period and am familiar with the
unreliability of the press. There were fabulous stories too
passed around about him even in his day, so it seems to me
how can one expect to get light on him except from those
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intimate associates, some of whom could have been trusted to
be impartial. Alas! now so few remain. There is always so
much to know about a person.
Here Ima Hogg's own integrity won over daughterly devotion, and she
could not help but acknowledge a part of the truth:
The undoubted picturesqueness of my father's personality was
such a small, if potent and delicious, part of him. But he was
no boor or slouch. His keen sense of humor and ever ready
wit gave him equilibrium from an otherwise too earnest and
sensitive disposition. Few men are so endowed with talent for
leadership and living. Sometimes I think the sqeII which such
men cast springs from a deep and sure love for humanitywith detachment.
At least it was so with my father. His delight in nature, the
reciprocal love of children, of birds and beasts were important
things to him and he knew so much quite naturally about
everything in their world.
My association was with him on his campaigns, in travel and
in the home-a most unusual opportunity to know him and
yet now in perspective my wonder has grown. Whence came
his power, his unerring sense of justice and honor-his freedom and beauty of spirit-his whole philosophy so fundamental? I can only surntise from small, intimate incident and
talk and from some knowledge of early influences and background. Though simple and unpretentious in his life, his
nature was as deep as his mind was clear. He enjoyed the
uses and exercises of his mind. He regarded himself as a
thinker so all of his habits were regulated to that end. While
he professed no scholarship, he had well defined and unique
ideas of purposeful reading and learning for himself. I have
never known a more assiduous student or one with greater
powers of concentration.
But I fear I could easily appear tiresome. Why can't you
come down some weekend for a little visit - say from
November 29th to December 2nd; anywhere along there.
Bayou Bend, the home here, would make you a welcome guest
as should 1. You see, while I do not agree with your views,
I found your article interesting.
Yours very truly,
Miss Ima Haggai
AlthOUgh Ima Hogg was unable to make a convert of historian
Gambrell, who never revised his article about Governor Hogg, a few
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years later she met a scholar who was willing to write a full biography
of her father to rescue him from the charges of demagoguery laid upon
him by at least three other historians-C. Vann Woodward, James
Tinsley, and Reinhard H. Luthin." Robert C. Cotner was allowed
full access to the Hogg papers in the University of Texas archives, and
was shown around the governor's old haunts in East Texas by Ima
Hogg herself. Cotner's 586-page biography, published in 1959, is a
paean to Hogg from the preface to the final chapter. The preface, in
fact, gives some idea of the tone of the work: "Each year thousands
of visitors to the rotunda of the Capitol of the State of Texas observe
the portraits of the governors which cover the circular walls beneath
the great dome. Many linger to ponder the expression of a full, jovial
countenance which show strength, determination, and kindliness, and
whose blue eyes reflect candor-they are looking at the likeness of
James Stephen Hogg, the man who, because of his interest in the plain
people, is known as 'The People's Governor.' "3~
Perhaps the best and fairest estimate of Hogg is Joe Frantz' assessment of the governor in his 1976 history of Texas: "Earthy but not
profane, this native son knew his people, how to criticize them, and
how to move them .. , Hogg was indeed the last people's governor of
Texas, perhaps the only one. nSB
To the governor's daughter, who never married, James S. Hogg
was the idol of her life. He, in turn, called her the "sunshine of my
household." In 1899, four years after her mother's death, Ima Hogg
was a freshman at the University of Texas. Old photographs show a
petite, vivacious-looking young lady with blond hair piled high, dressed'
in ruffles and lace and looking like a Charles Dana Gibson drawing.
By the turn of the century Ima's younger brothers were away at boarding school, her older brother Will was practicing law in Austin, and
Ima, duly accompanied by a chaperone, went off to study piano in New
York-but the family ties remained as strong as ever. Brother Will
wrote to her: "Dear Sis, Please do not neglect your duty of writing
them (Mike and Tom) a joint letter once a week. Don't forget to write
me once in a while and your dear Daddy every day.""
Was James Stephen Hogg perhaps too possessive of his only
daughter? In 1903 he wrote to her: "I still keep my dress suit, like
the one Will admired so at the Inaugural Ball, and am ready, willing
and waiting-for you! Yes, for you to get out of school, and go out
with me-at least once in a while; that is, at such times as it may be
convenient to you, but thereon hang my 'heavy hopes'---{)n a delicate
thread: When convenient to you! I know my rivals to go with you
will be much younger, more handsome, and-and-well, they cannot
be more willing, nor at any time prouder of the honor.""
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In one of the scrapbooks in the Bayou Bend Archives is a faded
dance program from the Texas State Medical Association ball of 1904,
with the name "Hogg" written in for three of the dances. One can be
certain that Jim Hogg did not drink out of any water pitchers on that
occasion.
Another of Hogg's letters to his daughter reveals perhaps an
unconscious reluctance to hear about any rivals for her affections. While
Mike and Tom and their sister were vacationing in New England one
summer, Hogg wrote to Tom, "Tell me in confidence if you please if
you have a sweetheart now and how you are getting along with her,
and how about Mike's ... And do not tell about Ima's. She will do
this herself.
tl3P

On March 3, 1906, when Ima Hogg was twenty-three, James
Stephen Hogg died of a heart attack in his sleep. He was only fifty-five.
He and Ima had come to Houston from the old Varner plantation, a
country home that Hogg had bought a few years earlier at West Columbia (and where oil would be discovered by 1919). They were visiting
Hogg's law partner, Frank Jones. Ima was devastated by her father's
sudden death. As the Houston Post reported, "Miss Hogg's intense
devotion to her father had often been remarked as a touching instance
of filial constancy, and the sudden discovery that her father was no
more prostrated Miss Hogg. She is now under care of a physiciana brave little woman with a bounteous heritage of fortitude from her
father, which her friends declare will aid her in bearing her great
bereavement. "" The Houston Chronicle also noted that Hogg's daughter, "stricken by the burden of her grief, is in the care of a physician.""
Two weeks after Hogg's death, Ima's brother Will wrote to a family
friend that she was "improving, but is still almost sick."" More than
four months after that, Will wrote to their maternal grandfather Stinson
about Ima, worrying that "She has not been at all well since father's
death, and is still quite nervous and restless, especially of nights.""
By that September she had recovered enough to resume her music
studies in New York. Later Ima Hogg studied piano in Europe before
returning to settle in Houston in 1909, where she lived for the rest of
her ninety-three years, devoting much of her remarkable energy to the
preservation of her father's memory.
Ima Hogg and her brothers saw to it that Jim Hogg's wish for a
grave monument was carried out: the night before he died, he had
said that after his death he did not want a stone memorial; he wanted
a pecan tree and a walnut tree planted on his grave instead, so that
the "plain people" of Texas could have the nuts to plant on their land.
By 1926 the first crop of nuts from the trees on Hogg's grave in Austin's
Oakwood Cemetery weighed five pounds. They were duly distributed
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by Texas A&M. In subsequent years the crop grew larger, but by the
1960s the trees were dying. On Arbor Day, 1969, Ima Hogg helped
to plant a young Choctaw pecan and a Thomas black walnut at opposite
comers of the Hogg family plot."
Through the years, when Ima Hogg was not busy serving as president of the board of the Houston Symphony (twelve terms), establishing
the Houston Child Guidance Clinic (1929), organizing the Hogg Foundation for Mental Health (1940), campaigning for a seat on the Houston
School Board (1943) and creating the Bayou Bend Collection of early
American art and furnishings for the Museum of Fint Arts, Houston,
she worked at keeping her father's memory alive in Texas. She collected his speeches and state papers and had five ten-volume sets
privately printed. She gave one set to Rice University, one to the Texas
State Library in Austin, one to Southern Methodist University, and two
sets to the University of Texas.
In the 1950s, more than a decade before Bayou Bend, the Hoggs'
River Oaks home, was opened to the public as a museum of American
decorative arts, Ima Hogg created a museum in memory of her father.
She restored the family home at West Columbia and gave it to the state
of Texas in 1958 as Varner-Hogg Plantation State Park. The restored
antebellum house contains some of the Hogg family furniture, including
a black horsehair parlor set and an ornate upright piano that Ima played
upon when she was ten, and Governor Hogg's memorabilia:'

Upstairs in a central hallway are photographs and papers from
Hogg's terms as governor and his collection of walking-sticks. On one
wall is a touching reminder of Ima Hogg's devotion to her father: a
small delicate drawing of a shepherd boy, done by a thirteen-year-old
Ima as a birthday present for her father the year that Sallie Stinson
Hogg died. Varner State Park was formally dedicated as Texas' 56th
state park on March 24, 1958, the anniversary of Hogg's birth. To
mark the occasion Ima Hogg had commissioned and privately printed
a pamphlet with a biographical sketch of her father."
She later reconstructed James Stephen Hogg's birthplace at Rusk,
Texas, after the original house had burned in 1937, and in Quitman,
where her parents had set up housekeeping after their marriage in 1874,
she restored and furnished their first bome, now open to visitors as the
"Honeymoon Cottage." Filled with Victoriana, the little frame bungalow is, according to one old friend of Ima Hogg's, an idealization of
Jim Hogg's early life. "Sallie and Jim never had a piano," says the
friend, umuch less a spinet then . .. but she put one there anyway.U41
When visitors go through Bayou Bend, now part of the Museum
of Fine Arts, Houston, one of the first roums they see is Philadelphia
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Hall, exquisitely furnished by Ima Hogg with priceless eighteenth-century American furniture. Every object was chosen and arranged with
the greatest of care. There is just one anachronism. On the wall
opposite the staircase is a large oil portrait of James Stephen Hogg.
To Ima Hogg, the governor's daughter, it always seemed perfectly fitting
and proper.
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TEXAS WHIGS AND THE GUBERNATORIAL
ELECTION OF 1853
by Ronald 'Coleman Ellison

"Where you see a Whig you see a rascal ... The ftrst Whig was
the devil.'''
While these words were spoken in the eighteenth century by
Samuel Johnson and applied to the politics of Great Britain, many
Democrats in Texas during the 1840s and 1850s would probably have
agreed.
The Whig party in the United States emerged in the mid-1830s
as a vehicle for those opposed to Andrew Jackson and the policies of
his Democratic administration. Historians Charles G. Sellers, Jr., and
Glyndon G. Van Deusen have pointed out that the main elements of
the Whig party in the northeastern United States included many former
National Republicans and business-minded Democrats who had deserted
Jackson on the Bank issue. They were supported by a majority of
planters who were economically dependent on banking and commercial
facilities. The busineSS-banking class and western farmers were attracted
to Whiggery because they favored liberal internal improvements and
governmental aid in the expansion of the economy:
Since the national Whig party had opposed Texas annexation and
the Mexican War, most Texans became Democrats and remained so
throughout the antebellum period. The first Whig organization in Texas
was in East Texas. Harrison County was reported to have had a Whig
club as early as April, 1846: Several Whigs held various places of
leadership in early Texas legislatures as well as other offices of responsibility. A few of the more prominent early Texas Whigs included General E. H. Tarrant of Navarro County; Ben Epperson of Red River
County, who ran unsuccessfully as the Whig candidate for governor
in 1851; James W. Throckmorton of Collin County, who served in the
legislature and who was governor of Texas briefly during Reconstruction; James Reiley of Harris County, land speculator and former diplOmat of the Republic of Texas; and David G. Burnet of Harris County,
former ad interim President of the Republic of Texas.'
The major voice of Texas Whigs in the early days of organization

was the Galveston Journal, which published its first issue in early
February, 1850. For the next five years the Journal carried editorials
and news stories relating to the fortunes of the Whig party in the Lone
Star State.'
Ronald Coleman Ellison is a history teacher at McCullough High School, The

Woodlands, Conroe 1.s.D.

'
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Although the Whig party supported a candidate for governor of
Texas in the 1851 elections' and for President in the 1848 and 1852
elections,' the party made its major bid for support in the state in 1853.
In that year, William Beck Ochiltree from Nacogdoches County, already
a well-known figure in early Texas, became the party's candidate for
governor.' Born on October 11, 1811, in Cumberland County, North
Carolina, Ochiltree moved to Florida and then to Alabama, where he
practiced law. In 1839, Ochiltree came to Rusk County, Texas, and
later settled in Nacogdoches. He became an outstanding attorney and
associate justice of the Texas Supreme Court during the period of the
Republic, and served as Secretary of the Treasury in 1844 and as
Attorney General in 1845. He was a member of the Constitutional
Convention in 1845 and received appointment as one of the first District
Judges of the state in 1846.'
As long as the state was not divided into political parties, Ochiltree,
a Whig, fared well politically, but when formal parties began to take
shape, Ochiltree was unable to win the congressional seat from the
Eastern District of Texas in 1846. '"
Ochiltree remained active in Whig affairs in the state, and when
the party attempted to "draft" him to run for governor in 1853, he
stated in a letter of declination on January 10, 1853, that it would not
benefit the Whigs to run a candidate for governor, and furthermore, he
added, "No man having the least particle of the odor of whiggery
attached to his skirts could hope to be elected.'''' Ochiltree felt that
the Whigs would be throwing away their votes on a Whig candidate,
and could better utilize their votes by electing a Democrat whom they
felt would serve the best interests of the state."
Ochiltree seemed to leave the door open for a "draft," but stated
he was not sure that the Whigs would back his measures. He advocated
paying all of the liabilities of the state, since Texas had almost boundless
resources, but opposed a division of the state since this would dilute
its resources. He favored amending the constitution to repeal the antibanking clause, and eliminating the clause in the constitution that pro-

hibited the state from engaging in works of internal improvements.
Ochiltree believed that these views would cause strong opposition and
that he probably would not even receive the Whig vote. He, therefore,
declined to become a candidate and asked that no Whig run for governor. He did indicate, however, that he would support a candidate
nominated by the Texas Whigs." But in JUly, 1853, Ochiltree bowed
to repeated appeals from Texas Whigs." He listed the following planks
in his gubernatorial platform: (1) he opposed a division of the state,
(2) he favored an increase in the number of Supreme Court justices
and raising their salary, (3) he wanted to retain the monies in the
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educational fund and not disperse them for any other purpose, (4) he
advocated the passage of laws requiring the surveying and location of
all lands belonging to the state, (5) he opposed "the indiscriminate
granting of railroad charters to every applicant" in conjunction witb
some tboroughly integrated plan of internal improvements, (6) be
wanted to build a great railroad line across Texas to connect with tbe
Opelousas and Vicksburg lines, (7) he favored adoption of an amendment to the constitution to permit the state to contract debts and repeal
the section that prohibits the state from having interest in corporations,
and, finally (8) be supported a constitutional amendment to allow banks
to operate in the state."
Several Democrats also entered tbe governor's race, including
Elisha M. Pease of Brazoria County, who was supported by the Austin
State Gazette and was a warm advocate of railroads and public education;" John W. Dancy of Fayette County, anotber Democratic candidate, believed in a system of state works that would give tbe state a
network of railroads sooner than any other plan;" and Judge Lemuel
D. Evans of Harrison County, who favored railroad development rather
than developing rivers and harbors. According to Evans, the main issue
was not Whigs or Democrats but wbether or not to build railroads."
General Thomas Jefferson Chambers, who had been quite active in
evenlS in Texas before, during, and after independence, and who had
been defeated for governor in 185 J, was the fourth Democrat to enter
the race." He asked tbat the readers of the Texas press become
acquainted with bis policies, although none could be found in print."
Former Governor George T. Wood (1847-1849) of Liberty County, ran
again and favored internal improvements while opposing any cbange
in the state constitution and opposed banks in every sbape or form."
M. T. Johnson, a Tarrant County Democrat who bad made an unsuccessful bid for governor two years previously, also entered tbe 1853
race. His platform included the support of a just seUlement of the Texas
debts without interference by the general government, an education
fund and common schools, and complete sovereignty of Texas over the
Indians.!!

In view of the gubernatorial election, the Whig press in Galveston
called for the party to remain unorganized and try to elect a Whig as
the opportunity presented itself. H

The Journal charged that the mem-

bers of the legislature, who were mostly Democrats, were appointed as
delegates to tbeir state convention since tbeir mileage and per diem
would be paid out of the treasury of the state. The Wbigs wanted an
explanation of this expenditure since tbey bad to pay their own way
to their conventions.
A Democratic convention scheduled for Austin on February 22,
1853, proved a failure. Another state Democratic meeting called for
H
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in June at Washington-on-the-Brazos, also drew few representatives
and those who attended merely reaffirmed the Democratic principles
that had been adopted at the last state party convention."
The Galveston News considered the Whig candidates for governor
and lieutenant governor to constitute '''... a very respectable ticket~
and one that will probably unite the whig [sic] vote and tell its
strength."" The editor of the Journal felt that Ochiltree had no superior
in the state as a stump speaker and felt that the Democrats were afraid
to debate him. Even some Democrats admitted that Ochiltree would
make an excellent governor and that he was qualified in every way for
that position."
The editor of the Journal felt confident that Ochiltree and J. E.
Kirby of Austin County, running on the Whig ticket for governor and
lieutenant governor respectively, would triumph over the divided opposition. The Journal editor urged that "... every Whig turn out to the
polls and deposite [sic] a vote for Whig men ..." and predicted that
u •• • Whig principles, and the overthrow of Locofocoism with its ironheeled constitution will be near at band-their days will then be
numbere~t

",.

The editor of the Austin South Western American disagreed with
the Journal editor. He felt that there were at least two Democratic
candidates for each office who would get more votes than all the Whig
candidates. The American's editor further stated that in the past Whigs
were elected to various state offices along with Democrats but if Ochiltree won election, it "... would so wound the democracy, [sic] that it
would be the signal forever after for not presenting a Whig for any
office." The American's editor believed that the best men in the Whig
party did not want the party to organize:'
Another Democratic newspaper, the Austin Stale Gazette, was
fearful that the Democratic division would play into the hands of the
Whigs. The Democratic party, it stated, was about "... to drain tbe
cup of bitter defeat so adroitly prepared by its enemies, open and
covert."~o

An accurate evaluation of the forthcoming political contest was
offered by the Gazette's scribe in the same issue when he stated that
all the Whigs were uniting " ... with the utmost enthusiasm on Judge
Ochiltree, and with the full vote of his party, unless the democracy
unite upon their strongest man, his election is inevitable. "Ji The
Gazette's editor speculated that Ochiltree would probably receive more
votes east of the Trinity River than any other candidate. This would
mean that the contest would be between Ochiltree and the strongest
man in the west, E. M. Pease. The voters were therefore admonished
to unite behind Pease and elect him as governor."
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In a letter to the editor of the Gazette dated July 6, one of the
leading Democratic candidates, M. T. Johnson, withdrew from the
race. He did so in order to effect the election of a Democrat to the
governor's office, even though he felt he was in the front ranks. He
stated that he felt the sacrifice was necessary because Texas was a
Democratic state. Johnson did not throw his support to anyone else in
the race but released all his followers to vote for whomever they chose."
In a postscript to the letter, Johnson noted that the Galveston
News of July 5, had stated that there had been an agreement between
Wood and Johnson that if Ochiltree ran for governor, then Johnson
would withdraw and throw his support to Wood. The report said that
this would place the election of Wood "almost beyond a doubt.""
Wood left the impression wherever he went that he was the available Democratic candidate for governor and insisted that Johnson had
indeed withdrawn in his favor."
Johnson stated that this allegation was "... utterly untrue; no
such understanding does or ever did exist with us or our friends, to my
knowledge.'''' Several newspapers withdrew their support from Wood
in favor of Pease after they found that Johnson was not supporting
Wood." Considering the outcome of the vote it is probable that
Ochiltree would have been elected if Wood had not claimed Johnson's
endorsement because this false claim resulted in most of Johnson's
supporters unifying behind Pease and assuring his victory. Without
Johnson's withdrawal, Ochiltree still could have probably been elected,
since Johnson had a large following and had he remained in the race
this would have further fragmented the Democratic vote."
In the opinion of the Austin State Gazette, the withdrawal of Johnson improved Pease's chance for victory. The editor called upon the
friends of Pease to be vigilant in the belief that Pease was the strongest
man in the Democratic ranks and was the only one who could save
the party from defeat. He therefore called " ... upon democrats [sic]
everywhere to rally to his support.'''"
The editor of another Democratic journal, the Nacogdoches
Chronicle, praised Pease and criticized Ochiltree. In reporting a speech
by the Whig candidate, the editor ventured to say that Ochiltree

H • •.

made a fling or two at the Chronicle, but his remarks were very much
of the character of those made by the fox when he pronounced the
grapes sour.'''' One Democratic editor felt that Ochiltree was trying
to take undue advantage of the "turmoils and confusion of a family
quarrel among democrats [sic]," but concluded "it can't win."il
The results of the election confirmed this view. Pease received
13,089 votes to lead the field and claim victory. OchiItree was second
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with 9,245 ballots, followed by Wood, 5,472, Evans, 4,559, Chambers,
2,738, and Dancy, only 276."
Ochiltree led in sixteen counties located mainly in northeast Texas.
He gained the largest vote in Angelina County with 76% of the vote,
followed by 60% in Cook County, 56% in Orange County, and 52%
in Nacogdoches County, his home county." Ochiltree's good showing
was due mainly to his popularity throughout the state rather than to a
great Whig following.
Data compiled from the census of 1850 indicates that the sixteen
counties carried by Ochiltree were above the state average in population
and property. The free population in these counties exceeded the state
average of 1,980 by 804; these counties had 521 more slaves than the
county average of 746, 101 more farms than the average county with
257, and two more manufacturing establishments, producing $500 or
more annually, above the average county which had only four." These
figures confirm the traditional view that the Whigs made their greatest
appeal in the South to areas with strong property interests.
Although Texas Whigs had suffered defeat, some party leaders
looked to the future. The editor of the Galveston Journal, H. H. Smith,
declared that there was nothing in the election results to dishearten the
Whigs." In October, the Democratic State Gazette stated that Whigs
in central Texas were already preparing for the next governor's election
and predicted the Whigs would support M. T. Johnson as their next
candidate."
The election of 1853, however, marked both the highwater mark
of Whig fortunes in Texas and the beginning of the decline of the party.
The editor of the Galveston Journal, H. H. Smith, fell victim to yellow
fever which swept the city. Smith had labored to maintain the Journal
as the leading Whig sheet in the state and had materially extended its
circulation. The editor of the Northern Standard, Charles De Morse,
attested to Smith's efficient editorship and accepted the witness of his
friends that he was a gentleman of popular social qualities."
Smith's death was a serious blow to the Texas Whigs. Although
the Journal continued to be published until 1855, it was less effective
as a political journal." The disintegration of the National Whig Party
over the slavery question in the mid-1850s led many former Whigs into
the Republican party in the North and the Democratic party in the
South. Many Texas Whigs joined the American, or Know Nothing
party in the mid-1850s.
Benjamin H. Epperson, the unsuccessful Whig candidate for
governor of Texas in 1851, crossed over into the Know Nothing ranks
in the mid-1850s. He liked the nationalistic planks of this party's plat-
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form and felt that this movement was the "... only hope to halt the
growing radicalism of the state Democratic party.""
Even though a split had occurred in the Whig ranks, some individuals continued to consider themselves Whigs. This was evident in an
episode on the floor of the Texas House of Representatives as late as
November 26, 1855. While W. B. Ochiltree was making a speech
against the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, he said, "I stand solitary and alone
on this floor, an old line Whig...."" J. W. Throckmorton arose and
after being recognized by the Speaker stated, "I wish to call the gentleman to order. 1 claim to be in that situation myself.""
The majority of the Texas Whigs, however, gradually drifted into
the Democratic party as the Civil War approached, and in the years
of Reconstruction, former Whigs, such as Throckmorton and Ochiltree,
played an active part in the Democratic party.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
Bob Bowman of Tyler has been elected president of the Association for 1983-84. Bowman currently serves as Manager of Corporate
Communications for Delta Drilling Company of Tyler. East Texans
will remember him from his career in journalism and also as regional
manager for public relations for Southland Paper Mills and for The St.
Regis Company.
Bowman began his career in journalism in Diboll, then worked at
the Tyler Courier-Times-Telegraph, the Lufkin News, where he served
as city editor, and as bureau chief for the Houston Chronicle. He joined
Southland Paper Mills before its affiliation with St. Regis.
Bowman is a prolific writer on East Texas subjects. He has written
eight books on our region's history and folklore, as well as numerous
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newspaper and magazine articles and television material. His Best of
East Texas, I and II, and "If 1 Tell You A Hen Dips Snuff ..." have
received good reviews and feature notices and are best sellers at bookstores. He also produces commissioned art works which utilize wood
and other materials to achieve a visual representation of buildings and
other subjects.
In addition to serving as our president, Bob is also Vice Chairman
of the Texas Committee for the Humanities and serves on the Texas
1986 Sesquicentennial Commission. He is a trustee of the East Texas
Boy Scout Foundation (Tyler), the Southland Paper Mills Foundation
(Houston), and the Texas Forestry Museum (Lufkin). He is former
chairman of the Lufkin Centennial Commission, the Angelina County
Historical Survey Committee, and the Angelina and Neches River
Authority. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the Tyler
YMCA, Historic Tyler, the Community Development Commission of
Tyler, and the Development Advisory Council of Tyler Junior College.
He is a past trustee of Angelina College and of Memorial Hospital of
Lufkin. In 1983 he was named recipient of the Ralph Steen "East
Texan of the Year Award" by the Deep East Texas Council of
Governments.
Bowman is married to the former Doris Shaddock of Angelina
County. They have two sons, Neil and Jimmie.
The Association is fortunate to have Bob Bowman as our President
for the 1983-84 term.

One of East Texas' most astute statesmen and civic leaders, Ottis
E. Lock, has been honored by the East Texas Historical Association
with an endowment that will benefit historical efforts for years to come.
At the request of a number of Mr. Lock's friends and associates,
the Board of Directors of the Association created the Ottis Lock
Endowment, which will be maintained by the Association at Stephen
F. Austin State University.
Plans call for the endowment to produce funds for historical
research, awards to authors of East Texas publications, awards to history teachers in the public schools and colleges, scholarship assistance
to students studying history, historical lectures, and other events.
As a former teacher, school superintendent, Texas legiSlator, and
business executive, Ottis Lock was influential throughout Texas. He
wrote the state's Gilmer-Aikin school legislation, served on the Board
of Regents for Stephen F. Austin State University and received its
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Distinguished Alumnus Award in 1968. He also served on the Board
for Texas State Colleges and Universities, served as chairman of the
Texas Department of Safety, and held many other state and regional
offices during his career. He retired in 1970 as Senior Vice President
of Southland Paper Mills, Inc. at Lufkin, and now lives with his wife,
Viola, at Burnet, north of Austin.
Mr. Lock taught school at Zavalla, Laneville, and a number of
other East Texas schools before entering politics in J 939. He subsequently served ten years in the Texas House of Representatives and
ten years in the State Senate.
"The Ottis Lock Endowment will not only honor an East Texan
who has devoted his entire life to the improvement and growth of our
region, but it will help preserve much of the area's history for future
generations," said Bob Bowman, president of the Association.
Contributions to the Endowment may be mailed to the Association
at P. O. Box 6223, SFA Sta., Nacogdoches, TX 75962.

The Tank Destr()yer Association is seeking information about all
former soldiers who served in this part of our military during World
War II. Over 100,000 persons were trained as anti-armored personnel
to fight against the Germans in Europe. In 1946 the Tank Destroyers
were disbanded, and the Defense Department has no record of former
TDs except when individuals continued their service career. The TDA
is seeking to locate as many such persons as possible so they may
participate in its project to save this portion of the nation's military
heritage. They have plans for a TD War Memorial to be located at
Fort Hood. Any former TDs who are interested are requested to contact TDA Historian, L. L. Gill, 1422 Greenhave, Anaheim, California
92801.
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BOOKS, BOOKS, AND MORE BOOKS
While browsing through the book displays at a recent convention
of historians, a colleague's lament provided the title for this section of
the Journal. He went on to express the wish that publishers would
declare a moratorium for a year so he could catch up on the things he
wanted to read. A year would not be enough time for most of us, so
in an attempt to help you select a few titles which might interest you,
we wish to give notice of the following publications.
One of the largest books to come our way this year is Volume IX
of Malcolm D. McLean's continuing publication of the Papers Concerning Robertson's Colony in Texas, October 1834 through March 20,
1835 (University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX '76019, $25.00).
McLean claims that this volume is a bonanza for Texas geneaologists
because it lists official land grants for 132 individuals who received
474,630 acres of Texas land. An official land office map locates the
sites and provides names of land commissioners, surveyors, witnesses,
neighbors, and some descendants of grantees. There are illustrations
and maps galore. The index contains 3,144 proper names of early
Texans.
On the other hand, two of the most interesting volumes are much
smaller, and they mostly tell their story with cartoons and captions.
How the Critters Created Texas (E-Heart Press, 3700 Mockingbird
Lane, Dallas, TX 75205, $8.95), text by Francis Edward Abernethy
and illustrations by Ben Sargent, is first. Ab's story is no less than
the creation of the world, as viewed through "the critters," and it is
based on a lifetime of learning and teaching the folklore of Texas and
the world. He confesses that this tale is based on Alabama-Coushatta
tales he told to his own children. "The creation story with its raft of
animals was a favorite," he states, "In my mind's eye, the little animals,
grumping around or playing in the mud, were acting like people ... my
children liked it, and on one occasion the story was presented as a
play by grade-school children." Sargent's illustrations are reminiscent
of Pogo, only more Texas-like. And Sargent's barbs in his own book,
Texas Statehouse Blues, The Editorial Carroons of Ben Sargent (Texas
Monthly Press, Box 1569, Austin, TX 78767-$5.95) leave none
immune. He punctures the bubbles of nearly every contemporary Texas
politician in a way that must call forth their best sense of humor to
withstand. Fans of John Connally and John Tower will writhe in agony.
Two new entries in the Institute of Texan Culture's series on The
Texians and The Texans have appeared (The Institute, Box 1226, San
Antonio, TX 78294-$5.95 in paper, $8.95 hardbound),They are
T. Lindsay Baker's The Polish Texans, and Sylvia Ann Grider's The
Wendish Texans. Lindsay's award-winning The First Polish Americans
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appeared in 1979, and although this is a smaller book, it embraces a
larger Polish migration in Texas, including a chapter on Poles in East
Texas. Grider's Wends are a Slavic people now under East German
citizenship in their homeland. Her story brings these immigrants to
Texas, some via intermediate destinations, and she discussed not only
the growth of their colony in Texas, but also such social customs as
Christmas, Easter, weddings, folk medicine, and superstitions.
Two recent travellogs have appeared. Myra Hargrave McIllvain's
Texas Auto Trails: The Southeast (University of Texas Press, Box
7819, Austin 78712-$8.95) is the latest in her series on how to "get
away from it all in six inexpensive day trips and weekend holidays."
This volume concentrates on the Ports Trail (San Jacinto, NASA, etc.),
the Industrial Trail (Port Arthur), the Big Thicket Trail (Uberty, Saratoga, etc.), the Heritage Trail (Galveston, Bolivar), the Cattlemens Trail
(Shiner), and the River Trail (Matagorda). The text contains specific
road directions and descriptions of recommended sites. Also, Ray
Miller's Eyes of Texas Travel Guide: Panhandle/Plains Edition (Cordovan Press, 5314 Bingle Road, Houston, TX 77092-$8.95) provides
the same service for its area of the state. This is the sixth and final
volume in the series, and covers fifty-two counties in the northwest
corner of Texas. It includes hundreds of photographs of old mills and
forts, historic homes and personalities, and parks and museums.
A guide of a different sort is represented by Rohert A. Vines' Trees
of North Texas (University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX
78712-$10.95). This is the second volume in a series of field manuals
extracted from Vines' Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines of the Southwest,
published in 1960. Its purpose is to identify by full descriptions and
illustrations all the native and naturalized trees of the north Texas zone.
That zone is the area west of the Pineywoods and Post Oak Savannah
and north of the limestone Edwards Plateau of central Texas. It also
answers, for its purposes, the question, What is a tree? This is a good
place to find out, in case you don't already know.
Several recent publications are intended to aid researchers. Among
them is the Calendar of the Papers of Mirabeau Buonaparte Lamar
(Texas State Library, Box 12927, Capitol Station, Austin, TX 78710,
compiled and edited by Michael R. Green. The calendar contains a
preface by state archivist David B. Gracy II and an introduction by
the editor which briefly traces the life and career of the papers and of
Lamar himself. The mass of the book--over 400 pages-is a calendar
of the Lamar papers with an extensive index. This will be most useful
for historians of the Republic, but all Texas historians will find it interesting. Historical Journals, A Handbook for Writers and Reviewers,
compiled by Dale R. Steiner (ABC-CLIO, Riviera Campus, 2040 APS,
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Box 4397, Santa Barbara, CA 93103-$13.95) contains specific, easyto-use facts about the editorial policies and publishing requirements of
more than 350 United States and Canadian journals in history. It is
arranged alphabetically by journal, with advice on how to prepare an
article, to whom it should be sent, and advice on book reviewing.
Additional advice on writing can be obtaincd from T. D. Allen's Writing
to Create Ourselves: New Approaches for Teachers, Students and
Writers (University of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Ave., Norman, OK
73069-$16.95). This book presents what the author calls an "upside
down" approach to writing. It opposes the drill and workbook routines
where emphasis is first placed on rules and rcgulations of language.
Allen claims that students will insist on learning the rules if they are
set to writing because they will want others to think it worth reading.
She also has some interesting observations on bilingual education.
Two "presidentia]" books of recent publication include Lewis L.
Gould's "The Spanish American War and President McKinley (University of Kansas Press, 303 Carruth, Lawrence, KS 66045-$4.95),
which is based on the larger study, The Presidency of William McKinley
by the same author and press. It is, in fact, the three pertinent chapters
on the war from that volume, with a new opening chapter which reviews
McKinley's career to that point, and a concluding chapter, which traces
the consequences of the Peace of Paris. And Richard P. McCormick's
The Presidential Game, The Origins of American Presidential Politics
(Oxford University Press, 200 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016$19.95) reexamines the origins of presidential politics and explains why
the presidential selection process assumed a form quite different from
that intended by the writers of the Constitution. McCormick points out
the disparity between thc republican ideal and actual practices.
.
More social approaches to history arc reviewed in Edward D. C.
Campbell's The Celluloid South: Hollywood and the Southern Myth
(University of Tennessee Press, 293, Communications Building, Knoxville, TN 70893), and in Thomas L. Connelly and Barbara Bellows
God and General Longstreet (LSU Press, Baton Rouge, LA 70893$12.95). The former assumes that a "southern" film, like a "wcstern,"
is a unique genre of the filmer's art. Campbell claims that Hollywood
first romanticized the South, then vilified it, as social moods changed.
He examines film plots and images to learn their impact on the creation

of a popular mythology of the South. God and General Longstreet
traces the persistence and the transformation of the Lost Cause from
the first generation of Confederatcs to the present day. The authors
believe that the sanctification of Robert E. Lee required the degradation
of James Longstreet-a familiar theme with Connelly. They also
attempt to show that the concept of the Lost Cause developed a century
of defeatists. The book is really an analysis of the modern South set
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against the reason it came to be as it is, namely, losing the Civil War
and then trying to understand why.
We are pleased to note the publication of volume three, July, 1846December 1848, of The Papers of Jefferson Davis (LSU Press, Baton
Rouge, LA 10803-$37.50), edited by James T. McIntosh. The
volume begins with a speech delivered as Davis left for the Mexican
War. It includes letters to and from Davis, his speeches, and other
documents which illuminate Davis' character, opinions, philosophy, and
personal relations.
And Volume four, covering the period from 1849-1852, edited by
Lynda Lasswell Crist with Mary Seaton Dix as associate editor and
Richard E. Beringer as visiting editor, appeared in 1983. Beringer
also wrote the introduction for this volume, which begins in the midst
of the second session of the Thirtieth Congress when Davis served as
a senator from Mississippi. It covers his experiences in the Senate, his
unsuccessful race for the governorship of his state, and his temporary
retirement to private life. It concludes with his reemergence to national
public· life on the eve of his appointment as Secretary of War in the
cabinet of Franklin Pierce. Historians working in Confederate history,
particularly those who have begun already to use· these papers, will
want to keep the serial issues coming.
Don Worcester's The Chisholm Trail: High Road of the Cattle
Kingdom (University of Nebraska Press, 901 No. 17th St., Lincoln,
NE 68588-$14.50) recreates the cattle drives of a century past.
Starting with the early-day wild cow hunts, he traces the expansion of
the range cattle industry to its culmination in the syndicates of a later
period, always focusing on the main actors of the story, the cowboys,
the trail crews, the cattle kings, the trail contractors, and the cows
themselves. The book is amply illustrated.
Old Homes of Henderson County (Publications Development Co.,
Box 1075, Crockett, TX 75835-$38.50), a publication of the Henderson County Historical Commission of Athens, Texas, is a handsome,
illustrated listing of nearly 200 homes and public buildings. All were
built before 1930, about half of them before 1900. They range from
log cabins to Victorian show places. The location, date built, and
original owner, plus an illustration and a brief history, is given for each
entry.
Texas Folk Art: One Hundred Fifty Years of the Southwestern
Tradition (Texas Monthly Press, Box 1569, Austin, TX 78768), by
Cecilia Steinfeldt, is a beautifully illustrated attempt to explore and
evaluate the folk art of the state. It is based on an exhibition of the
San Antonio Museum Association, and focuses upon the artists and
craftsmen who produced rich and varied visual statements of Texas
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life in every imaginable medium. The text presents biographical comments of the artists. The works of potters, blacksmiths, whittlers, hobo
artists, scroll sawyers, carvers, needle workers, and whimsy makers, as
well as painters, are included. You will just have to see this book to
appreciate it.
Ronnie Dugger's The Politician: The Lite and Times at Lyndon
Johnson (W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., Keystone Industrial Park, Scranton, PA 18512-$18.95), shows the author's sense of contradiction in
Johnson's life. He presents a story of an enormously energetic man
whose inherited populism was at odds with his lust for power. Dugger
finds in Johnson a liberal of the FDR tradition who nonetheless was
at home with powerful oil and construction interests, a man who worked
for the poor but who used his political power to enrich himself. Dugger,
whose personal experience in liberal Democratic politics in Texas is
well known, attempts to tell the truth about the mysterious and infamous
"Box 13" and everything else shady in the life of Johnson, whom he
also credits with doing more for civil rights than any other president.
American Civil War buffs will welcome the publication of William
C. Davis' The Civil War: Brother Against Brother (Time-Life Books,
Inc., Alexandria, VA 22314---$12.95), the inaugural volume of a new
Time-Life series on their war. Davis formerly edited Civil War Times
Illustrated and he has become a prolific and excellent popular writer on
this subject. As you would expect, the volume is heavily illustrated in
both color and black and white. Davis' text is readable and accurate
and will bring good history to an audience which might not have had
access to it before. David Stroud's Inscribed Union Swords, 1861-1865
(Pinecrest Printing Company, 3505 Pinecrest Dr., Kilgore, TX 75662$27.50) is for a more specialized audience, but that audience will welcome his book. A limited, numbered, and signed edition of only 1500
copies, it is a study of Union officer's swords and the role they played
during the war. There are over 200 illustrations of the swords and the
men who used them, and the text covers sword presentations as well
as the use of the weapons.
The Selected Essays ot T. Harry Williams (Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge, LA 70803-$19.95), with a biographical
introduction by Estelle Williams, brings together some of the best shorter
works of one of the leading United States historians of this century.
The essays span the breath of Williams' interest, inclUding the Civil
War and Reconstruction era, military history, historiography, and the
careers and contributions of Abraham Lincoln, Lyndon Johnson, and
Huey P. Long. Williams won high praise for his original thinking and
skillful writing in all these areas, and he won the Pulitizer Prize for his
biography of Long. Williams' admirers (which included this former
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student) will find much of Mrs. Williams collection of her husband's
writing extremely familiar because we studied them to get to know
our teacher and friend better. But those who never knew "T. Harry"
will learn much from reading these essays by this brilliant and kind man.
A special feature is a listing of Williams' personal bibliography.
Texas historians will applaud the republication of Noah Smithwick's The EvolutiOn at a State, or Recollections at Old Texas Days
(University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX 78712-$19.95
hardback; $8.95 paperback). Long out of print, the new edition makes
more easily available what A. C. Greene called the best book ever
written about early Texas. It describes Smithwick's experiences from
his youthful immigration to Texas in 1827 until opposition to secession
forced him to leave for California in 1861. Blacksmith, soldier, law
officer, postmaster, justice of the peace, and wearer of many hats,
Smithwick observed and wrote about the birth of Anglo Texas. If you
missed reading Smithwick's book before because of its rarity, be sure to
obtain a copy. It is as handy as a dictionary if you want to learn about
early Texas.
Finally, there are two interesting new books about the American
West at hand. Brian Garfield's Western Films: A Complete Guide
(Rawson Associates, 597 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017$24.95) is a critical encyclopedia of all "A" western features presented
in the United States since the advent of "talkies." It lists films alphabetically, and each listing provides credits, information, and commentary. In all, over 2,000 films are cataloged, and over 100 illustrations
from rare publicity photos and movie stills are presented. And Harry
E. Chrisman's 1001 Most Asked Questions About the American West
(Ohio University Press, Scott Quadrangle, Athens, Ohio 45701$25.95 hardback; $9.95 paperback) will provide grist for trivia contests
and data for serious scholars. Chrisman worked on newspapers and
magazines for over forty years, and during that time answered at least
1001 questions about the American West. He answered many of them
in a column entitled "Roundup Time" which appeared in The West.
After a lifetime of such activity, he has produced an entertaining and
educational volume of information about the West which all generations
can use for enjoyment as well as information.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Lone Stars and State Gazelles: Texas Newspapers Before the Civil War.
By Marilyn McAdams Sibley. (Texas A&M University Press, College Station, Texas), 1983. Illustrations, Appendix, Bibliography,
Index. P. 405. $21.50.
Every "ink stained wretch" in Texas, whether currently practicing
the craft or not, owes a debt of gratitude for this exhaustively researched
history of newspapering before 1861. So, too, do students of Texas history in general for the overview it provides on the forces which shaped
a revolution, the republic and the state before secession. In a strictly
parochial sense it also is a splendid shel! companion for Donald Reynolds' Editors Make War, a volume which details the influence of the
southern press in the decisions which led to secession.
As a former newspaperman, this reviewer found a particular delight
in some of the word portraits of nineteenth century editors. These are
the kinds of stories which are told when newsmen gather over coffeeor something stronger-and which seldom find their way into print.
As might be expected, these men (no ladies of the fourth estate then)
came in a wide assortment of physical, mental and moral attributes. By
their courage, their vision and their energy they shaped a press which
today bears little resemblance to that of the last century but owes much
to it. That the work is so pleasingly literate is a bonus.
Of particular interest is a checklist of all newspapers published in
Texas from the colonial period forward, along with dates of publication,
names of editors, editorial position and changes in name.
The book's title bears testimony to the frequency with which news
sheets of the last century bore the name "Star" or "Gazette." A check
of Editor & Publisher reveals that fifteen weekly and other less-thandaily newspapers still use the name "Star" either alone or in combination, while only one daily perpetuates the name. Of the fifteen, surely
the ultimate accolade must go to The Rising Star of Rising Star. Interestingly, the Fort Worth Star-Telegram in 1983 initiated a slogan,
"Reach for a Star," which seems to imply a return to the emphasis
which early owners attached to the title.
Publication of this book was made possible in part by grants from
Harte-Hanks Communications, Inc., and the Southland Division of SI.
Regis Paper Company, both major influences on newspapering in this
century. Appreciation goes to them as well as Dr. Sibley for this major
contribution to the literature.
Max S. Lale
Marshall, Texas
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The Mexican Frontier, 1821-1846: The American Southwest Under
Mexico. By David J. Weber. (University of New Mexico Press,
Albuquerque, NM 87131), 1982. Illustrations, Notes, Bibliography, Index. P. 416. $19.95 Cloth; $9.95 Paper.
David Weber brings together in admirable fashion the extensive
secondary literature On the "American Southwest Under Mexico," that
region from Texas to California which was Mexican in 1821 but became
U.S. Territory by the late 1840s. Treatment of this region has suffered,
he feels, because Mexican scholars tend to ignore it as no longer part
of their country and U.S. historians focus mainly on the involvement
of Anglo-Americans there.
Weber documents Mexico's loss of control over this vast region
in the quarter of a century following independence. Indeed, one questions if independent Mexico ever really had control there. He notes
that ignorance of conditions and chaotic Mexican politics kept the
central government from responding effectively to the special problems
of the Northern frontier. These problems included a growing Indian
threat as the Mexican army occupied itself in political struggles in
Central Mexico and Anglos traded arms to aborigines, the decline of
the Church's influence due to liberal attacks and government financial
exactions, and a basic commercial reorientation of the periphery toward
the burgeoning United States.
Texas suffered greatly during the Mexican War of Independence,
making her unique among the frontier provinces in 182 I. Military
action occurring in Texas seriously retarded economic and demographic

growth. Texas also experienced overwhelming commercial and social
influences from the neighboring United States in the 1820s. What is
more, Weber states, Mexican officials throughout the frontier and
especially in Texas often welcomed Anglo-American penetration as
encouraging the recovery and vitality of their province, a regional rather
than a national view. By 1830 effective Mexican control of Texas,
always tenuous, no longer existed. The author correctly reminds us that
the Texas Revolution and abortive uprisings elsewhere on the frontier

in the 1830s reflected a broader Mexican reaction to the conservative
centralists dominant in Mexico City after 1833. The restlessness of
Anglo-American settlers and traders, a familiar separatist force on the
frontier, operated within the larger struggle over provincial autonomy
in the Mexican federation.
Weber's book is lavish with illustrations and helpful maps. It contains a useful bibliographical essay as well as extensive and informative
notes which will be of value to specialists.
D. S. Chandler
Miami University (Ohio)
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Mexicano Resistance in the Southwest: "The Sacred Right of SelfPreservation." By Robert J. Rosenbaum. (University of Texas
Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78712), 1981. Preface, appendices, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xii - 241. Cloth. $14.95.
Three basic themes--Spanish and Mexican land grants, alien cultural invasion, and armed conflict-:-permeate the contents of Mexical/o
Resistance in the Southwest. Interlacing the historical narrative with
anthropological and sociological nuances of culture, peasantry, and
Hispano attitudes toward land tenure, Robert J. Rosenbaum composed
an· intensely sharp treatise on the forceful protest and resistance by
Spanish-surnamed Southwestern landowners against Anglo American
encroachment and ascendancy in Texas, New Mexico, and California
from 1848 to 1916.
In the context of cultural preservation rather than national designation, Rosenbaum utilized the term mexicano to identify native borderlanders whose ancestors colonized the region long before the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo drastically altered their lifestyles and property
rights. Using Texas and California as caliper stages, narrowing the
scope of discussion to the exploits of mounted protesters circumspectly
called social bandits, the author reserved the central arena to describe
and analyze violent resistance in the Land of Enchantment.
As a skillful advocate marshalling every strand of available
evidence for a persuasive argument, Rosenbaum examined six stellar
episodes of resistance (in Texas, Juan Nepomuceno Cortina, Gregorio
Cortez, and Los Sediciosos; in California, Tiburcio Vasquez, Joaquin
Murieta, and Juan Flores) and evaluated them against a three-fold
standard of analysis: mexicano resistance in general, salient cultural
differences between Anglo Americans and mexicanos, and ethnic and
pluralistic diversity in the United States. An inescapable conclusion in
Mexicano Resistance in the Southwest is the rejection of a prevelant
stereotyped belief that Mexican American history is without dynamics.
According to Rosenbaum, the perpetration of violent acts by mexicanos
in defense of their vested interests (property and culture) nullified the
Anglo American perception of passivity and fatalism. Paradoxically,
the mexicanos' resistance occurred within the parameter of the celebrated American principle of self-determination.
The main thrust of Rosenbaum's study is New Mexico, primarily
the region east of the Rio Grande. Beginning with tensions emanating
from the growth of the inaccurately misnamed Maxwell Land Grant,
proceeding with the Lincoln County War, and concluding with the
fence-cutting tactics of Las Gorras Blancas (The White Caps) in San
Miguel County, the author carefully traced the metamorphosis of
resistance from physical violence to self-preservation through politics.
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In the summation, Rosenbaum widened the focus of mexicano
political accommodation to include 20th century phenomena. So long
as allusions to modem political developments were natural transitions
or continuations of late 19th century movements his interpretation
retained cohesive validity. However, in an attempt to provide wider
perspective, the author incorporated into the theoretical framework a
running commentary of post-World War II events that seriously weakened the merit of his cogent thesis.
It is quite obvious that Rosenbaum devoted ample time and energy
to this scholarly enterprise. Even so, the intensity and longevity directed
to it probably dulled his literary talent. Besides a few glaring typographical errors (such as Gerro for Guerrero, page 33), the style suffered
considerably from repetitive, overworked phrases.
Another Shortcoming was the author's inclination to apply the
peasant society theory to the Hispano experience in the borderlands,
complemented by the arbitrary decision to group inhabitants into ricos
and pobres. Since ownership of property was the most visible sign of
status, is it not likely that mexicanos, although dollar poor, were land
rich? Without such acknowledgment, Anglo American land-grabbing
that precipitated much of the violence becomes meaningless.
Overall, Mexicano Resistance in the Southwest is a benchmark
contribution to borderlands history. Robert J. Rosenbaum laboriously
gathered loose threads of a paramount theme and weaved a variegated
design of Spanish-surnamed settlers who struggled vigorously to preserve cultural values and lifestyles in their native land.
Felix D. Almaraz, Jr.
The University of Texas at San Antonio
Juan Davis Bradburn, A Reappraisal of the Mexican Commander of
Anahuac. By Margaret Swett Henson. (Texas A&M University
Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1982. Appendices,
Bibleography, Index. P. 159. $9.50.
Early and late Texians have stereotyped Juan Davis Bradburn as
a villain. He was a "jack ass," said Stephen F. Austin; an "unprincipled
renegade," said Henry Stuart Foote; an "arrogant officer," said T. R.
Fehrenbach. Moreover, Bradburn, the American-born commander of
the Mexican garrison at Anahuac in 1832, imprisoned William Barret
Travis and almost provoked the Texan Revolution four years early.
In this book Margaret Swett Henson takes a fresh look at Bradburn. He was no democrat, she grants, but neither was he the despot
pictured in traditional accounts. Rather, he was a career army officer
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whose enforcing of national laws brought him in conflict with states'
righters in Texas.
The book represents impressive research. Bradburn came from an
obscure family, and he emerged from obscurity only because of his
controversial role at Anahuac. The evidence is scattered and scanty,
but Henson, assisted by John Clay, has tracked Bradburn relentlessly
through filibustering expeditions and the web of Mexican politics. Most
significantly, she uncovered his own account of events at Anahuac,
which appears in an appendix.
Publication of the book coincides appropriately with the sesquicentennial of disturbances at Anahuac, and it represents the first salvo of
revisionism as 1986 approaches.
Marilyn McAdams Sibley
Houston Baptist University

Captain Lee Hall of Texas. By Dora Neill Raymond. (University of
Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019), 1982.
Pictures, Illustrations, Notes and Index. P. 350. $19.95.

Lee Hall had experiences which would have been more than
enough for several men. After coming to Texas from North Carolina
in 1869, he fashioned a reputation of fearlessness and integrity and
leadership. As a consequence he became city marshal at Sherman,
then deputy sheriff at Denison, before being appointed a Texas Ranger.
By 1877 his deeds warranted promotion to a captaincy whereupon he
more than justified such recognition. After three years, however, he
resigned because of a promise to his new bride to seek a less dangerous
job. Yet as foreman for a 400,000 acre ranch bordering the Rio Grande
in South Texas, he was once again an upholder of properly rights and
an administrator of justice, ever vigilant against Mexican cattle rustlers
and Texas thieves. In the mid-1880s he became the Indian agent for
the Anadarko Comanches in Oklahoma. After a rather stormy tenure
he was forced out of public service, only to appear again as a soldier
in the Spanish-American War. And in the twilight of his career he
fought against the elusive Philippine rebel Amelio Aguinaldo-and
almost captured him.

In this biography Dora Neill Raymond, who was head of the
history department at Sweet Briar College in 1940, has also included
interesting historical events upon which Lee Hall's life bordered. She
has discussed encounters or meetings with such notorious gunmen as
Ben Thompson and King Fisher. In detail she has told about the capture of Wes Hardin and Sam Bass. And in four chapters she has
investigated certain aspects of the Spanish-American War and its after-
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math, specifically the occupation of the Philippines by United States
troops.
Because of the breadth and scope of this biography, the Oklahoma
University Press has seen fit, after forty-two years, to reprint it for
another generation of Americans. And to a certain extent their decision
has merit. Ms. Raymond has researched her subject adequately; the
writing is clear, although not exciting; and her biographical topic is
undoubtedly an intrepid individual who either sought adventure or
happened to become involved in dangerous episodes.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
Emory Rains 1800-1878: Author 01 the Homestead Law 1839. By
Maurine Berzette Amis. (I. T. Printing, P.O. Box 12454, Austin,
TX 78711), 1982. Pictures, Illustrations, Maps. P. 229.

This book is a regional history inspired by the author's interest in
the life of Emory Rains. At age 29, Rains could neither read nor write.
Jonas Harrison, an interesting character introduced in the book, was
Rains' mentor aud is credited with encouraging Rains to learn to read
and write. Rains was judge of Shelby County as a young man, served
as representative in the second, fourth, and fifth legislatures and as
senator in the Eighth Legislature. He was a member of a committee
appointed to select a capitol site and was a part of the Convention of
1845. During his distinguished career, Rains represented Shelby,
Sabine, Panola, Wood, Upshur, and San Augustine counties.
Texas' history is reviewed in the book from Republic to statehood
to Confederacy and back to statehood, calling attention to Rains' career
and contributions as a Texas stateman.
Amis discusses the controversy of who originated the Homestead
Law. This controversy stems from a lack of documentation, yet, as the
title of the work indicates, Amis feels that Emory Rains fathered the
Homestead Law. Others (A. E. Wilkinson in an article for the Southwestern Historical Quarterly and Frank Brown as recorded in the
Annals Of Travis County, for example) share her conclusion that Rains
successfully guided the Homestead Law through the upper house toward
the end of the Third Congress.
Amis' work was hindered by the fact that Rains' collection of
public papers was destroyed in a fire at the Rains County Courthouse
in 1878. Although the book's organization lacks cohesion and the
illustrations are not always pertinent, Amis presents a study of life in
Texas during the days of Emory Rains (1800-1878).
Kenneth Ray Estes
Lufkin, Texas
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Between Loaded Guns. By James R. Parrish. (Book Publishers of
Texas, P.O. Box 8262, Tyler, Texas 75711), 1982. Drawings.
P. 63. $16.95.
Poley Morgan: Son of a Texas Scalawag. By Frank Smyr!. (Book
Publishers of Texas, P.O. Box 8262, Tyler, Texas 75711), 1982.
Drawings. P. 63. $14.95.
Here are two books that are sure to be of interest to East Texans.
After half a lifetime of reading historical works, I find two historical
novels that finally portray a different view of East Texas life during
the Reconstruction.
Although the volumes devoted to Texas gunmen is extensive, it
would seem another book about gunfighting would be doubtful-wilhout fresh insight-which James R. Parrish does, interestingly and vividly.
A talented newspaperman and former college English professor, Parrish
pays homage to his native Moscow. Making extensive use of folk tales,
interviews and his own personal knowledge, Between Loaded Guns
becomes a small, but complete story involving John Wesley Hardin.
It is a strong work that treats its characters with respect. There

is also a postscript to inform the reader of what became of the central
characters.

The text of Frank Smyrl's Poley Morgan: Son of a Texas Scalawag,
focuses on the central character, Poley Morgan, whose father, Frank
Henry Morgan, became a part of the Union-imposed Reconstruction
government in Smith County.
A grandson of Poley, Smyrl affectionately describes how a l4-yearold boy suddenly became the "man of the house." With his father's
death in 1870, Poley was thrust into manhood, facing new responsibilities, adventures and experiences.
Smyr!'s work is enlightening and fresh. No historical novel I know
gives such a clear picture of family, cultural and social life of East
Texas during the post Civil War era.
Maury Darst
Galveston College
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Centennial History of the Texas Bar 1882-1982. By Committee on
History and Tradition of the State Bar of Texas. (State Bar of
Texas, P.O. Box 12487, Austin, TX 78711), 1981. Index.
P. 292. $25.00.
For the past thirty years there has been an increasing interest by
Texas lawyers in self improvement. Continuing legal study enables the
busy practicing lawyer to stay abreast of the many changes in our
jurisprudence which occur almost daily through court decisions, statutory enactments and administrative regulations.
The Committee on History and Tradition of the State Bar of Texas
has sponsored the publication of this volume under review which is
made up of eleven well-written essays. The authors are practicing
lawyers, former judges and law professors.
There are articles on the history of the Texas Bar Association
and the State Bar, books written and used by Texas lawyers, law licensing and legal education in Texas, a history of the Texas courts, and
two articles authored by our leading Texas authorities on the civil law
of Spain and Mexico and its influence on Texas jurisprudence.
The most entertaining essay is about lawyers themselves-"The
Colorful and Flamboyant Lawyers of Texas" by Traylor Russell.
This book is recommended not only for Texas lawyers and legal
scholars, but for anyone interested in Texas history as well.
Cooper K. Ragan
Lawyer, Houston, Texas

A Chronological History of Smith County, Texas. By Donald W.
Whisenhunt. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 23006, Austin, Texas 78735),
1983. Index. $10.95.
There are certain years for which all of us have an affinity: our
birthdays, our wedding anniversaries, the dates of our high school
graduation, and so 00. And, invariably, we have a curosity about what
happened on those days.
For Smith County residents who have been stricken with the "date
nut" malady, Donald W. Whisenhunt has produced the perfect book:
"A Chronological History of Smith County, Texas," a meticulous compilation of events which have occurred in the county since 1690.
Whisenhunt's book is not designed for reading in a narrative
fashion. Instead, it was written largely for reference. But it is also a
superb book for browsing through the recorded history of Tyler and
Smith County.
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Thumbing through the pages, you discover all sorts of remnants
which have gone into the makeup of the county's character. For
example, during the same month in 1919, Ralph W. Yarborough, later
to become a U.S. Senator, graduated from Tyler High School, and the
circus scheduled for the city was cancelled because the streets were
presumably too muddy for passage. Yarborough was likely delighted
that he graduated from high school, but we'll wager he was disappointed
that the circus didn't make it.
"A Chronological History of Smith County, Texas" was published
through the efforts of the Jack T. Greer Memorial Fund of the Smith
County Historical Society in Tyler. Whisenhunt, a former history professor at the University of Texas at Tyler, is a former president in the
Smith County Historical Society and has long been active in the East
Texas Historical Association.
Bob Bowman
Tyler, Texas

Texas Weather. By George W. Bomar. (University of Texas Press, Box
7819, Austin, Texas 78712), 1983. Illustrations, Appendices,
Notes, Bibliography, Index. Pp. ix + 265.

With this effort, George W. Bomar, a meteorologist with the Texas
Department of Water Resources, has written a timely, informative volume. Long time residents of Texas may well think they know all they
care to know about Texas weather. This reviewer, for example, has
enjoyed about all that Texas weather has to offer. He once survived
what seemed like a continuous forty-day dust storm in Lubbock. During
some of those days, it rained mud. Another time, his house in Commerce got so cold that the water in the john froze. Once, near San
Angelo, he was caught in a "whirly-devil," and no matter which way
he ran the spiraling "devil" wind seemed to chase him. Yes, this
reviewer has thoroughly enjoyed Texas weather. And, to be fair-not
to mention serious-this reviewer has experienced many, many a good
day, too.
Even to this survivor, however, Bomar's book is informative because he explains all the "why's" of the state's sometimes peculiar and
certainly diverse weather patterns. Whether he talks about fronts,
hurricanes, or clear, pleasant skies, Bomar gets to the "why." Most
seriously, from the 1900 hurricane that devastated Galveston to the
tornado that smashed into Paris in 1982, the state's most memorable
catastrophes are chronicled and illustrated. Serious readers can learn
how best to protect themselves from such catastrophes. Moreover, this
book assumes added importance when one considers that thousands of
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OOn-Texans are discovering and moving to the great "sun belt," of

which Texas is a part. Thus this book will be especially helpful to aU
the greenhorns who are moving into the state.
Overall, Texas Weather is an entertaining and informative guide
to the pleasures, puzzles, and problem of weather in the Lone Star state.
James Smallwood
Oklahoma State University

Beaumont: A Chronicle of Promise, an Illustrated History. By Judith
Walker Linsley & Ellen Walker Rienstra. (Windsor Publication,
Inc., Box 1500, Windsor Hills, CA 91365), 1982. Illustrations.
P. 192. $22.95.
Beaumont, Texas has been called one of the fastest growing cities
in America. With its economy booming while the rest of the country
suffers financial reversal, Beaumont is an attractive prospect for young
people interested in careers, especially in the field of business.
The authors portray Beaumont as the product of ntixed cultures
and customs. From the first chapter, which deals with the early prehistoric history of Beaumont, to the last chapter, a listing and description of the industries of Beaumont, the book reads like a hymn of praise.
The authors' writing style lends itself to tongue-in-cheek humor, as is
indicated by their description of why the Attakapa Indians, the first
residents of the Beaumont area, wore alligator oil on their bodies. The
accepted reason is that they wished to repel mosquitoes. Linsley and
Rienstra, however, suggest that they only succeeded in repelling early
explorers and missionaries.
The book is well illustrated with an average of three photographs
per page, over two hundred in all. Chapter IX is composed entirely of
colored photographs showing both the beauty and growth of the city.
All photographs were researched and presented by Wesley Norton.
Two chapters in the book are particularly interesting. Chapter III
deals with Beaumont's part as a coastal port in the Civil War, and

Chapter V is concerned with the eruption of the Spindletop gusher and
its consequences. The influx of people into the city and its instant
millionaires changed the character of Beaumont forever.
This history of an attractive city is both informative and interesting.
As a first book, the authors have been successful. The book is large
and brightly colored, making it an allractive prospect for any library.
The book is a tribute to a city which deserves such recognition.
J. M. Tanner
Burkeville, Texas
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Lambshead Before Interwoven: A Texas Range Chronicle 1848-1878.
By Frances Mayhugh Holden. (Texas A&M University Press, Box
C, College Station, TX 77843), 1982. Addenda, Notes, Bibliography, Index, Illustrations. P. 230. $15.95.
Interwoven: A Pioneer Chronicle. By Sallie Reynolds Matthews. (Texas
A&M Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1982. Illustrations, Addenda, Index. P. 226. $14.95.
Although Interwoven was previously published in limited editions,
first in 1936 and subsequently in 1958, the third publication by the
University of Texas at Austin Press in 1974 was the first time this
important historical-autobiographical book has been readily available
to the reading public. Presently republished as a companion volume
to the first publication of Lambshead Before Interwoven, these two
volumes address the history of the Lambshead range along the banks
of the Clear Forks of the Brazos River in Northwest Texas. The historical chronicle of the people and land in the Lambshead range during
the period 1848-1878 is covered by Lambshead Before Interwoven; and
by Interwoven beginning with the birth of the author, Sallie Reynold.
Matthews, in 1863 through the birth of her youngest child in 1899.
Mrs. Frances Holden, wife of Texas historian and author William
Curry Holden, traces the unfolding of events on this approximately
fifty thousand acres, mostly located in Throckmorton and Shackelford
counties, a short horse ride north of Fort Griffin. In 1849 Captain
Randolph B. Marcy of the U.S. Army was one of the first white men
to leave a written observation of the Lambshead portion of the Clear
Forks. Mrs. Holden's recounting of the history of this topographically
protected clear water valley and its cattle-rich grasslands concludes in
1878 with the vigilante killing of John Lam, husband of Mary Jane
Matthews, which climaxed the violent conflict between cattle owners
and cattle thieves in the Clear Forks area. Perhaps the recounting
of John Lam's episode is what prompted Sallie Reynolds Matthews to
have written the following in her foreword of Interwoven: "There were
some tragic and harrowing experiences that have been purposefully left
out. This family has not been exempt from trials and tribulations."

Interwoven is the chronicle of the "interweaving" of the Reynolds
family and the Matthews family through marriage and descendants. As
the book portrays the heritage of these two pioneer cattle ranching
families from their arrival in pre-Civil War Northwest Texas through
the turn of the century, the courageousness of their life style is reflected
in the vibrant, warm, and refreshingly open writing style of Sallie Reynolds Matthews. With a profoundly personal homespun wisdom, she
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sketches her life and times primarily at the request and for the benefit
of her children and their children.
Duncan G. Muckelroy
San Jose Mission State Historic Site
San Antonio, Texas

The Unsinkable Titanic Thompson. By Carlton Stowers. (Eakin Press,
P.O. Box AG, Burnet, TX 78611), 1982. Photographs, Index.
P. 234. $12.95 Hardback; $9.95 Paperback.

Titanic Thompson was an expert gambler and con man who wonand sometimes lost---enormous sums of money on poker, golf, trap
shooting, and various ingeniously conceived "propositions." In 1909
sixteen-year-old farmboy Alvin Clarence Thomas left his native Arkansas to become a professional gambler, and as "Titanic Thompson" he
spent the remainder of his life following the "action," gravitating to
cities throughout America where high rollers and easy money abounded.
Titanic first attained widespread notoriety when he was involved
in New York's sensational Arnold Rothstein murder trial. Although
Titanic was merely a witness in this 1929 homicide case, during his
often hazardous heyday he killed a total of five men with an everpresent .45 pistol. Partially because of his nomadic and unstable lifestyle he went through five wives: when he was fifty-four he married a
sixteen-year-old and in his sixties he wed an eighteen-year-old. Throughout this hectic existence he gambled incessantly, always going to
elaborate lengths to insure that the odds were in his favor.
Carlton Stowers has written Titanic's biography, but the book is
largely unsatisfactory. As a biography it is superficial and unreliable;
there is no bibliography, no footnotes are provided, and the index is
quite brief. Clearly the book is intended to be popular fare, and on
every page the author has invented conversations between Titanic and
his acquaintances. But this manufactured dialogue is stilted and unbelievable and, along with the lack of any documentation, creates a
total lack of credibility.
I long have enjoyed Mr. Stowers' sports columns, and he has
several well-written non-fiction books to his credit. Obviously he was
fascinated by the exploits of Titanic Thompson, but even though he
has amassed a rich collection of anecdotes about high-stakes gambling,
overall his book on the legendary gambler is a disappointing account
of a promising subject.
Bill O'Neal
Panola Junior College
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Marvin Jones, The Public Life of an Agrarian Advocate. By Irvin M.
May, Jr. (Texas A&M Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX
77843), 1980. Photographs, Bibliography, Index. P. 296. $22.95.
Marvin Jones was a Texas congressman and federal claims court
judge who played an influential role in shaping American agricultural
policies, particularly during the 1920s and the Great Depression. A
product of a north Texas farm, Jones was graduated from Georgetown
(Texas) University and the University of Texas law school, practiced
law in Amarillo, and was elected to Congress in 1916, where he became
a protege of Sam Rayburn.
From the beginning Jones' congressional career revolved around
the House Agriculture Committee, whose chairmanship he finally
assumed in 1931. During the 1920s he became known as an advocate
for the farmers of his district and the nation generally, as well as a
tireless worker for the Democratic Party. Campaigning for Franklin
Roosevelt, he became a close political associate of the President and
authored legislation that was the forerunner of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. He successfully battled to keep supervision over farm credit
and financing policies under the jurisdiction of the Agriculture Committee rather than the House Banking and Currency Committee, and
his congressional career culminated in the passage of the second Agricultural Adjustment Act in 1938, which was in many ways a movement
to Jones' influence and political skills.
By this time Jones was anxious for a career change and particularly
desirous of a federal judicial position. He finally secured an appointment to the United States Court of Claims in 1940. However, during
World War II he was persuaded by FDR to take a leave of absence
and serve as a top aide to James F. Byrnes in the Office of Economic
Stabilization. Eventually Jones became War Food Administrator.
Following the war he returned to the court of claims.
Jones was essentially a practical jurist who depended more upon
common sense and fairness than upon the strict letter of the law in
preparing his decisions. His most important decision was in a 1946
case which gave illegally dismissed federal employees the right to sue
the government. His opinions were sometimes overturned, and probably
his most important contribution to the court was his service as Chief

Judge, during which he streamlined the court's administrative procedures and battled for greater financial support, culminating in the
dedication of a new court building in 1967. By that time Jones had
been semi-retired as a senior judge for three years, and he continued in
that capacity until his death at the age of ninety-four in 1976.
May portrays Jones as an essentially conservative man who lived
according to a rather vaguely-defined agrarian philosophy that was
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significantly influenced by his rural background and strong Methodist
religious convictions, political professionalism, and loyalty to the
Democratic Party. One gcts occasional glimpses of Jones' humor, but
this book is dominantly concerned with the intimate details of the
agricultural legislation and administrative and judicial activities of his
professional life. Treatment of these matters is judicious and is based
on thorough research. The book is well-organized and written in a
clear narrative style. Jones comes off as an important, if uninspired,
participant in the formulation of significant agricultural policies during
the 1920s and 1930s. It is unfortunate, however, that the reader is not
allowed a closer look at the man behind the public figure.
James E. Fickle
Memphis State University

The Conscience of the University and Other Essays. By Harry Huntt
Ransom, (ed. by Hazel H. Ransom). (University of Texas Press,
P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78712), 1982. P. 105. $12.50.
Harry Ransom devoted a lifetime of service to the University of
Texas, beginning as an Assistant Professor of English in 1935 and
retiring as Chancellor of the System in 197 J. In between he advanced
through the academic ranks and held increasingly important administrative posts. He left his mark upon the university he served and upon
higher education in his state.
This slim volume is a collection of speeches and written essays
produced over a period of about seventeen years, including items such
as a commencement address (the title essay), a number of essays written
for the Texas Quarterly, and speeches delivered to special groups, such
as an archival association. Whether originally prepared for public
delivery or for publication, all share a gracefulness of speech that provides pleasurable reading.
All of the items in this volume were produced when Harry Ransom
was in an administrative post. They reflect his thought concerning the
essential nature of learning, in particular of higher education. This is
not an administrative handbook in the sense that Ransom's attention,
in these selections, is focused upon management techniques. Rather
his thought is directed to the ends of education and to the role universities should occupy in our society.
A reading of the essays in this volume provides considerable
insight into Chancellor Ransom's educational and moral values. He
believed that the university, for example, was intimately involved in the
fate of mankind. Thus, the university provides opportunity for the
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pursuit of knowledge and an opportunity for the understanding of
others. He understood the value of educational resources to the State
of Texas and encouraged their expansion. "Educational Resources in
Texas" could be read profitably by members of the state legislature and
other elected or appointed leaders in the state. The state that did not
place the proper emphasis upon education did So at its peril, Ransom
said. "But one big fact should be kept straight," he warned, "for
popular ignorance, for a state's undereducation, there can be no price
but public ignominy."
Above all, The Conscience of the University portrays a man who
was deeply humanistic. Indeed, his essay on the humanities, entitled
"The Arts of Uncertainty," is especially thoughtful and compelling.
It is, in fact, a masterful essay on the humanities, both in the university
and without. These are the subjects, Ransom says, that confront man,
and in confronting man are obliged to deal with the vague, the changeful, the unpredictable, etc. He challenges educators to provide the
individual student, through the humanities, with a basis for understanding, a level beyond knowledge.
For educators or politicallcaders, The Conscience of the University
is highly productive reading. It is also worthwhile for anyone who
wishes to share the insights of an educator whose outlooks reflect the
best of educational philosophy of our time. Especially this is a valuable
book for university administrators, particularly presidents, who see their
roles as primarily managers and tend to misplace, because of the pressures of the day, or the demands of budgets, the true purpose of university education.
William R. Johuson
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Protestantism and the American University: An Intellectual Biography
of William Warren Sweet. By James L. Ash, Jr. (SMU Press,
Dallas, TX 75275), 1982. Appendices, Notes, Bibliography,
Index. P. 163. $15.00.
James Ash has chosen to chronicle the story of William Warren
Sweet's intellectual development and professional career because Sweet
effectively created the study of the history of religion in the United
States. In two decades at the University of Chicago William Warren
Sweet built a library of source documents on American church history.
He sent his students across the nation to teach the new discipline which
he was in the process of creating.
Ash describes the narrow emotional and intellectual confines of
Sweet's early years growing up in Baldwin, Kansas. From that restricted
environment came Sweet's synthesis of American religious history.
Professor Sweet was convinced that the frontier development of the
United States marked decisively the future of the American churches.
Those churches which best followed and served the westward expansion
of the American population were the ones who became, in Sweet's
estimation, the great American churches. Methodism, the church to
which Sweet belonged, bore the standard for the other great American
churches. These were strongly centralized denominational organizations
which majored on the use of revivalism as a means to reach the frontier.
The Methodist church was particularly blessed with an itinerant ministry
and an Anninian theology. The former took the preacher everywhere
and the latter made everyone a suitable candidate for church membership.
Sweet praised the Methodists, the Baptists, the Presbyterians, and
sometimes the Congregationalists. He ignored Catholics, Lutherans,
and Jews. In a balanced fashion Ash comments on the contributions
which Sweet made to the study of church history in the United States
and the weaknesses of his synthesis.
The value of the book is enhanced with a foldout map of Baldwin,
Kansas, an appendix presenting Sweet's retirement speech at the University of Chicago--Every Dog Has His Day and I've Had Mine-and
another appendix which is Sweet's letter to President Harry S Truman
opposing a diplomatic representative to the Vatican. There are extensive footnotes throughout the book and a thorough bibliography of
works by and about William Warren Sweet.
Jerry M. Self
Director of Public Affairs
and Christian Life Committee
Tennessee Baptist Convention
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Tried as by Fire: Southern Baptists and the Religious Controversies
of the 1920s. By James J. Thompson, Jr. (Mercer UniversiIy
Press, Macon, GA 31207), 1982. Index. P. 224. $13.95.
An individual familiar with recent Southern Baptist history might
very well read James Thompson's book convinced that Thompson has
his names and dates wrong. The cultural influences and internal
struggles of the Southern Baptist Convention following World War I
sent the Baptists stumbling and lurching across the pages of history as
though in an awkward rehearsal for the 1980s.
Thompson's very readable book describes the postwar attitudes in
America molding the young Southern Baptist Convention and then
chronicles the crushing of their optimism through a variety of controversies. The theme of the story seems to emphasize the Southern Baptist's conviction that they are to evangelize the world, a conviction continually derailed by external circumstances and internal warfare. The
nemeses which thwart the evangelical fervor of the convention include
the contesting of the social implications of the gospel; the fundamentalist
against modernist bloodletting that victimized many of America's
churches during that decade; the struggles over the nature of the Bible
and the value of scholarly research upon the Scripture; the controversy
regarding evolution and its impact on the public schools; the dynamic
although divisive nature of the personality of J. Frank Norris; the threat
faced by provincial, rural, Protestant folk who saw their world turning
urban and Roman Catholic; and the economic depression of the late
1920s which contributed mightily to the religious depression of American Christianity.
Thompson writes of Southern Baptists with considerable sympathy
for their plight and respect for their diversity. His well researched
writing describes the tensions existing between different factions of a
large body of people made up of some of the nation's leading scholars,
a large portion of simple, God-fearing folk, and a few old grouches.
Thompson's well thought out critical analysis of a pivotal decade
in America's largest Protestant denomination serves well to instruct us
about influences within American Christianity, southern culture, and
dynamic social issues which are very much alive today.
Jerry M. Self
Director of Public Affairs
and Christian Life Committee
Tennessee Baptist Convention
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Fifty Western Writers: A Bio-Biographical Sourcebook. Edited by Fred
Erisman and Richard W. Etulain. (Greenwood Press, P.O. Box
5007, Westport, Conn. 06881), 1982. Index. P. 562. $45.00.

Most will wonder at the inclusion of Theodore Roethke and perhaps even William Stafford in a book entitled Fifty Western Writers.
The wonder may move toward skepticism when the reader checks the
Table of Contents for the likes of J. Frank Dobie, Ross Santee, Will
Henry, Max Evans, Claire Huffaker, Elmore Leonard, Stephen Crane,
or even William Sydney Porter-who do not appear. Unlike the professional writers of the Western Writers of America (Roundup, Editorial,
January 1983), however, this reader is not willing to shuck what is here
for what isn't. And he is plumb tickled at many who are included in
the fifty. (Mark "regional colloquialism" over the inappropriate diction.)
Most avid readers of Western literature, and especially its teachersthose used to reading long bookjacket synopses and Reader's Digest
excerpts in "original" student papers-are not used to looking at wolf
teeth in gift horses' mouths anyway.
Fifty Western Writers, as its authors state, "is an introductory
reference and research guide" to western American literature. As such,

it more than fulfills its promise. Each section, written by a legitimate
authority, contains an opening statement followed by "Biography,"
"Major Themes," "Survey of Criticism," and "Bibliography." Credentials are offered in an appendix on "Contributors."
. The digest format seems, as in most comparable works, to effectively kill any attempt at style. But even with this restriction, a number
of the contributions are downright well writteu. Noteworthy are chapters on Max Brand/Frederick Faust (William Bloodworth); Benjamin
Capps (James W. Lee); Willa Cather (John J. Murphy); William Eastlake (Gerald Haslam); Vardis Fisher (Joseph M. Flora); Zane Grey
(Gary Topping); Bret Harte (Patrick D. Morrow); Larry McMurtry
(Kerry Ahearn); Eugene Manlove Rhodes (Edwin Gaston, Jr.); Mari
Sandoz (Helen Stauffer); and Ruth Suckow (Leedice Kissane). Etulain's
piece on Luke Short and Erisman's on A. B. Guthrie are also among

the best of the fifty.
Fifty Western Writers is a literary reference tool; the digest or
catalogue entry imposes severe limitations on contributors. The hyperbolic prefaces, the impersonality of the short fact-laden biographies,
the pseudotechnical diction of the more academic pieces, and the general "sameness" of fifty pieces on fifty writers result from those reference book strictures. Notwithstanding these limitations, the work is a

necessity-for scholars, students, teachers, and Western fiction buffs.
It belongs on library shelves. It is not the last word (Haslam sees fit
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not to include Eastlake's book of verse in his bibliography, for instance);
but it is the first word for anyone beginning a serious look at any of
the fifty writers included.
Selections on Wallace Stegner (a matter of both McMurtry and
Kesey), Gary Snyder, Ken Kesey, William Stafford, Robinson Jeffers,
John Steinbeck, even Theodore Roethke, go a long way toward
deprovincializing our Western treasures. But if Steinbeck, then why
not Twain? And if Twain's Roughing It, then certainly Whitman's
Songs "of the Redwood Tree," "of the Broad-Axe," "of the Open
Road." Surely a revised-and expanded---edition is called for. Perhaps the next time including Dobie, Santee, Crane, Henry Huffaker,
Leonard; and not slighting Porter, or Charlie Russell, or Sam Clemens...
For the present, a large thank-you is due Erisman and Etulain.
Lee Schultz
Stephen F. Austin State University

Tomorrow is Another Day: The Woman Writer in the South, 18591936. By Anne Goodwyn Jones. (Louisiana State University
Press, Baton Rouge, LA 70803), 1981. Notes, Bibliography,
Index. P. 413.
There is a Southern character, a Southern caricature, a Southern
tradition-then there is a Southern reality. That is harder to pin down.
Because it includes a large mix of myth and mystique, of legend and
lore, it evades precise definition.
No component of "the South" is more difficult to analyze than
the Southern woman. Anne Goodwyn Jones implies that "the Lady"
concept came to represent the best of the South. Yet how best to
address the idea of such a woman? As regional or racial, feminist or
feminine?
Because writing and letters historically have been so important to
Southern women, literature seems an especially appropriate entree. The
author selected seven prominent Southern writers to examine the issue:
Augusta Jane Evans, Grace King, Kate Chopin, Mary Johnston, Ellen
Glasgow, Frances Newman, and Margaret Mitchell.
These women wrote prolifically in an era spanning the final preCivil War days through the publication of Gone With the Wind.. This
age witnessed profound changes for American women of all regions.
These authors wrote about ideals that often differed in popularity as
well as writing quality. Jones notes in the Preface that these novelists
tried to cope with their Southern experiences by writing. Such an
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occupation-or avocation-in the South required special inner discipline and independence. As females in a socially regimented realm,
women faced unique problems in "getting published" and as "serious."
Copyright difficulties, contract details, and royalty collections presented
no end of headaches. Yet many women persisted. These seven women
well exemplify such outer expression of that inner spirit.
Professional achievement often was considered inappropriate for
females. Thus writing placed Southern women in direct opposition to
"acceptable" socially prescribed norms. Conflicts were inevitable. The
"hearth and home" strictures still receive overwhelming acceptance in
the South. As Jones presciently notes, it came as no surprise that
Southern legislatures so openly hostile to the Constitutional amendment
for woman suffrage could be equally adamant against the ERA a half
century later.
This author plows much new literary ground. Provocative questions are raised. Physical and psychic realms of the South are ably
described. From all seven authors, a common theme emerged: a
rebellious strength defying the Southern belle code of being obedient
and ornamental.
This book can be read On two levels: first, as an adventure story
that chronicles well the careers of these women, then as an important
historical document. The presents of mind and presence of mind provided by these talented artisans-and the characters they createdappear on virtually every page. They offered an interesting relationship
of the observer to the things observed. This shared theme of independence helps explain why Scarlett O'Hara was so popular, almost
canonized by readers. She was a far different product of the mold.
Nor was it accidental that her friend Melanie Wilkes became a heroine
for millions of readers: a classic example of a steely Southern woman
thinly veiled in fragility.
Jones transports the reader into many different stories via vivid
passages and correspondence of these women. Especially admirable
is her long chapter on Margaret Mitchell. It raises many new ideas.
With the exception of Ellen Glasgow, she probably is the author mosi
familiar to readers of this book. In a letter quoted from 1936, Mitchell
may provide a central theme for this book. Noting the tightly defi~ed
gender roles, she commented that many Southern women were actually
outspoken and shocking, "But they never got too old to be attractive
to the gentlemen." (p. 326)
In an overwhelmingly visual era such as ours, it is refreshing to
find a volume with minimal photography and such lucid writing. Likewise, these authors knew well the essence of language in eras before
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theatre and film made us so visually oriented. Often I found myself
reading special sentences aloud to savor their quality. This volume is
enhanced by attractive printing, elegant binding, imaginative illustrations, and forty pages of estimable documentation. The cover photograph choice of "Spanish moss"-evoking an unchanging Southern
civilization-is especially clever. An important addition to this volume
would have been a literary map devoted to these novelists and their
interrelated penned territories. A glossary of other Southern women
writers of this time span, well-known or not, would have been helpful.
Nonetheless the book is consistently powerful. This ambitious achievement has succeeded. The reader is amply rewarded by impeccable
scholarship which dissects so much so well. We are unlikely to see
soon another so commendable study of this subject. Its contents and
author deserve much attention. The proof lies within this book jacket.
Staley Hitchcock
Union Theological Seminary
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Nearby History: Exploring the Past Around You. By David E. Kyvig
and Myron A. Marty. (The American Association for State and
Local History, 708 Berry Road, Nashville, Tennessee 37204),
1982. Photographs, Appendices, Acknowledgements, Picture
Credits, Index. P. 300. $15.95 ($11.95 to AASLH members).

Can we bring together professional and amateur historians to provide a balanced while satisfying interpretation of the past? If this feat
is possible, surmounting mutual suspicions and different priorities, perhaps the common meeting ground is local history.
Midwestern historians David E. Kyvig, an Iowan archivist, and
Myron A. Marty, an Illinois community college instructor now with
the National Endowment for the Humanities, offer a useful guidebook
to the study of "nearby history." The work is a product of fellowships
at the Family and Community History Center of the Newberry Library
in Chicago.
Kyvig and Marty suggest a range of possibilities for research focusing on the family, community, and material culture where one may
examine change over time as reflected in one's immediate environment.
Admitting in the preface that their work is introductory and superficial,
the authors offer a lengthy bibliography for readers who require greater
depth.
Practical, specific suggestions abound, including examples of
current projects, sample forms, addresses, lists of questions to raise,
methods for evaluating evidence collected, and means of organizing
and sharing data. It is an ambitious yet modest and helpful volume.
Two chapters on documents, published and unpublished, chapters
on oral and visual documents, another on artifacts of the malerial culture contribute fo the comprehensiveness of the work. There is a whole
chapter on historical storytelling, how a historical story is built from
inquiry to description to interpretation. Suggestions are made for
fitting the local experience into the larger historical context. A section
on historical preservation issues and one on writing and leaving a record

complete Nearby History which. should have wide appeal and usefulness
to those interested in the capture and preservation of the local past.
Susanne Starling
Eastfield College
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Foundation Dams of the American Quarter Horse. By Robert M. Denhard!. (University of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Ave., Norman,
OK 73019), 1982. Index. P. 232. $23.75.
Robert M. Denhardt is the modern day historian of the American
Quarter Horse. Since he helped organize the American Quarter Horse
Association in 1940, he has written the authorative books on this breed
including the three volume set, The American Quarter Horse, (194150). He edited a 1949 edition of R. B. Cunninghame Graham's classic
work, The Horses of the Conquest and has written The Horse of the
Americas, (1947); Quarter Horses: A Story of Two Centuries (1967);
and The King Ranch Quarter Horses: and Something of the Ranch
and the Men That Bred Them (1970). He has recently written The
Quarter Running Horse: America's Oldest Breed (1979), and has now
compiled this book which is a companion volume to Foundation Sires
of the American Quarter Horse published in 1976.
Bob Denhardt's output of information on the American Quarter
Horse has been nothing short of prodigious. While it has been enough
to satisfy even the most avid fan of the breed, each book he produces
continues to add valuable information about the history and development of this remarkable horse.
The first eighty pages of the book evaluate the relative importance
of the dam and the sire in producing a foal and then contains a narrative
in which the foundation dams are divided into four eras beginning in
1700 and ending in 1940. The remainder of the book is a "Foundation
Dam Registry" wherein the author names each of the foundation dams
he has identified adding a few lines of information about each mare.
As has been true with all of Denhardt's books, Foundation Dams
of the American Quarter Horse contains much grass roots history and
furnishes the reader with an insight into the interests of rural Americans
of the 18th and 19th centuries. Horse historians and Quarter Horse
breeders are indebted to Bob Denhardt for another valuable book on
the breed. Without it, most of the information contained in this book
would be lost for all time.
F. Lee Lawrence
Tyler, Texas
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The Compassionate Samaritan: The Life of Lyndon Baines Johnson.
By Philip Reed Rulon. (Nelson-Hall, Inc., III No. Canal St.,
Chicago, IL 60606), 1981. Photographs, Notes, Bibliography,
Index. P. 348. $21.95 Cloth. $10.95 Paper.
There have been more than a score of biographical treatments of
Lyndon Johnson. As do all of the Johnson biographers, Rulon asks
the question, "What forces shaped and colored the actions and thought
of Lyndon B. Johnson, and how, in tum, did he affect the age that
produced him?" That question is asked with special reference to educational policy. The result is an interesting framework where Rulon
attempts to tie the life and values of Johnson to the educational initiatives of the Johnson Administration. The framework is an unusual and
promising one for a biography, but ultimately it is an effort that fails.
The book becomes, after an interesting and useful description of
Johnson's early life, a political biography that shows remarkable political naivete. Congressman, Senator, and President Johnson was limited
by external political pressures and influences. There were political debts
to pay, interest groups to reward and punish, and votes to cultivate.
Yet the political environment in which Johnson operated is largely
ignored. Policy is explained not in terms of the interaction of political
personality and political environment, but mostly as the effect of a
political personality. With Rulon's framework, Headstart is developed
because Johnson started school at four; the Job Corps because Johnson
had trouble getting a job in his youthful trip to California; Guaranteed
Loans because Johnson got a loan from a banker when he went to
college; and the Teacher Corps because of Johnson's success in teaching
Mexican American children in Cotulla. It may be that Johnson's personal experiences translated into educational policies, but there has to
be more to it than that. Would, for example, such policies pass Congress in the 1980s? Why did they pass in the 1960s? Could it be that
in addition to reflecting Johnson's values, important interests within the
Democratic Party also benefited? Rulon should have taken to heart
Johnson's comment to Richard Nixon, "Before you get to be president

you think you can do anything. You think you're the most powerful
leader since God. But when you get in that tall chair, as you're gonna
find out, Mr. President, you can't count on people.... The office is
kinda like the little country boy found the hoochie-koochie show at
the carnival, once he'd paid his dime and got inside the tent: 'It ain't
exactly as it was advertised.'''
One final point should be made. While the hook is supposed to
examine the Johnson Administration's attainments in education, there
is little assessment of the impact of any of those programs. To understand how Johnson affected "the age that produced him" in reference
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to educational policy, one must assess the impact of Johnson's policies.
There have been several excellent studies of the effect of some of Johnson's educational programs-Head Start and school desegregation
under the 1964 Civil Rights Act come readily to mind-but little effort
has been made in this book to determine whether Johnson's policies
made any difference in people's lives.
Anthony Champagne
The University of Texas at Dallas

Using Local History in the Classroom. By Fay D. Metcalf and Matthew
T. Downey. (American Association for State and Local History,
708 Berry Road, Nashville, TN 37204), 1982. IIlustrations,
Appendices, Index. P. 204.

This book gives a step-by-step method for using local history in
the classroom. Local history is the record of a location, usually a town
or area, of local interest. The authors, both teachers of local history,
have pooled their knowledge to produce this book as an aid to others
who are beginners in the field.
The authors show how to use records such as photographs to
understand the past. There is a section on how to interpret photographs
to get desired information. Forms and examples, based on the experiences of the authors, are provided. The same sort of aids have been
provided for the various other records. This book does not claim to
have covered all types of the records, but it does cover the major onespublic records, deeds, newspapers, church records and cemeteries.
For the benefit of the teachers, who will get the most use from the
book, the authors have provided suggestions on the use of Some information in classes other than history.
Beth Arganbright
Nacogdoches, Texas
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The Best of East Texas II. By Bob Bowman. (Lufkin Printing Com-

pany, Box 589, Lufkin, TX 75901), 1983. Index. P.93. $10.95.
About five years ago Bob Bowman started a lot of. arguments in
East Texas. He didn't do it on purpose, exactly, but anyone who tries
to tell East Texans that this barbeque stand is the BEST, or that that
church has the BEST choir, he just naturally has got to be ready to
prove it. A good many folks and places and events were flattered, and
just as many became miffed about either being considered second BEST
or not being included at all.
"Feller kinda fancies hisself, don't he?" East Texans asked, Chill
Wills style, "Tryin' to tell us what's BEST!"
Well, Bob has made amends, or tried to, but likely he will start
just as many arguments with Best of East Texas II, because he's meddling and preaching again. This time his volume is divided into four
chapters-Foods, Places, People, Events---and he touts dozens of
samples and examples for each. Since I was included in this volume
(see page 61, please) as the Source of the Best Place to Gain Mainly
From Wayne, why naturally this has just got to be called the BEST
book on East Texas published so far this year, the BEST place to learn
unique and interesting names for East Texas towns, the BEST travel
guide to out-of-the-way places, the BEST food guide, and the BEST
overall look at our region's folkways.
Now if you don't agree with that, Bowman has provided for you
too. Even if you failed to be included in the text, he has provided endpages with entry slots of your own making. He thought of everything:
that way you can argue your point in print and not feel compelled to
take it up with him directly.
Archie P. McDonald
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